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Abstract
The enhanced Polar Outflow Probe (ePOP) satellite is to be launched in
2007. One of the 8 instruments it will carry is a Radio Receiver Instrument (RRI)
which is a passive radio receiver. The RRI will detect HF (High Frequency band 3
to 30 MHz) radio waves from ground transmitters, one of which is the Saskatoon
SuperDARN radar. The modification of an HF radar wave as it propagates through
the ionosphere to the satellite is the dominant scientific interest of this thesis. The
modification of a radar wave as it propagates through the ionosphere can be used
to characterize the ionosphere and reveal a better understanding of magnetoionic
radar wave propagation. A ray tracing program has been written to determine
characteristics of the wave, including the wave path and the full polarization state,
at the satellite receiver.
As a confirmation of the ray tracing program abilities, data from a similar tran-
sionospheric experiment in 1978, the ISIS II satellite mission, has been analyzed and
compared with simulated results. The ISIS II transionospheric experiment received
radar signals from a transmitter (9.303 MHz) located in Ottawa, Canada. These
signals were analyzed and it was noted that the signal periodically faded in and
out both due to differential Faraday rotation effects (due to propagation through
an ionized medium and reception on a single dipole antenna) and due to satellite
spin rotation at rates up to 13 Hz. Also observed was a splitting of the received
signal into Ordinary (O-mode) and Extraordinary (X-mode) components causing a
delay between the arrival of the modes at ISIS II of up to 0.8 ms. Simulations have
been carried out to model the radar wave propagation from the ground transmit-
ter through the ionized medium of the ionosphere to the spacecraft. The modelled
signal shows very similar trends to the observed signal. A linear regression analysis
comparing observed to simulated fade rates gave values of slope equal to 1.07 and
regression coefficient equal to 0.934. The regression analysis of mode delay gave
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values of slope equal to 1.14 and regression coefficient equal to 0.930.
Ray path modelling has also been simulated for the RRI experiment on ePOP.
These simulations have been carried out for various ionospheric and satellite pass con-
figurations. The expected fade rates, mode delays, and latitudinal range of received
signal was determined from the simulated data in each case. The dependence of
these characteristics on the various pass configurations are presented and discussed.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation for Research
In late 2007 a fully Canadian designed and built satellite will be launched. This
satellite is called Cassiope and will carry a scientific payload called the enhanced
Polar Outflow Probe (ePOP) which will be discussed in further detail in Chapter
5. There will be several main instruments on the payload, one of which is a Radio
Receiver Instrument (RRI). The principle investigator (PI) of the RRI is Gordon
James from the Communications Research Centre (CRC) in Ottawa, Canada. The
RRI is designed to be a passive receiver of radio wave signals in the frequency range
of 0-18 MHz. One interesting experiment that will be performed by the RRI is the
monitoring of signals sent from various ground transmitters. In particular the Super
Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN) array of antennas will be used to send
HF (High Frequency) waves through the ionosphere to be detected by the RRI on
ePOP.
The overarching goal of performing ionospheric studies is to develop a better and
clearer understanding of all aspects of the ionosphere. This understanding can assist
in such items as space weather predictions and global radio communications. The
ePOP satellite will attempt to assist in these studies through two primary scientific
goals: 1) quantifying of small-scale plasma outflow in the polar ionosphere and asso-
ciated plasma wave processes at never before achieved resolutions, and 2) observation
of neutral particle escape in the upper polar atmosphere [Yau et al., 2002]. The in-
strument of interest in this thesis, the RRI, will assist in these goals by studying how
a radio wave propagates through a medium such as the ionosphere. Many factors,
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such as photoionization, convection, and polar outflow, influence plasma parameters
such as density enhancements or depletions which may modify or be detected by
radio waves. In essence ionospheric parameters and structures can be ‘imaged’ by
the RRI experiment. Despite the concentration of ePOP on the polar regions, the
transmitters used for the RRI experiment will send detectable amounts of signal to
both auroral and mid-latitudes where the satellite can also detect these HF waves.
The RRI will be able to study both large scale and small scale plasma processes.
Large scale processes are associated with the modification of the radar wave as it
propagates through the ionospheric plasma medium allowing for the detection of
ionospheric structures (i.e., density enhancements and depletions, magnetospheric
closing currents in the polar ionosphere, the mid-latitude trough region, to name a
few). Small scale processes are associated with instability generation or reflections
from gradients in the ionosphere. For example, a better understanding of coherent
scattering mechanisms of HF waves is needed. Specifically, whether the scattering is
always due to plasma waves generated by ionospheric instabilities (i.e., electrostatic
plasma waves) or sometimes may be due to “partial reflection” from sharp electron
density gradients in the ionosphere. It has been typically assumed that F-region
coherent scatter, such as that observed by SuperDARN, is due to Bragg scattering
from plasma waves; however, small-scale structures that could cause these waves to
be reflected have been reported [Trondsen and Cogger, 1998]. Simultaneous mea-
surements of back scatter observed by SuperDARN and forward scatter observed by
the RRI will clarify this question.
The primary goal for this thesis is to develop a realistic model to predict the
radio signal that will be received by the RRI on ePOP from a ground transmitter.
The initial primary motivation for the modelling was to help in interpreting the RRI
signals when the satellite becomes operational. Once the basic characteristics of
the received signal were discovered through modelling, further analysis was done to
examine the dependency of various ionospheric factors on the signal. As such, the
analysis presented in this thesis provides a basis for interpretation of the transiono-
spheric propagation experiment on ePOP and will allow a method for studying large
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scale ionospheric properties. Specifically, this thesis deals with the effects of large
scale ionospheric parameters such as overall electron density values on radio wave
propagation. The initial case of a well-behaved and quiet ionosphere is reported
here, while small scale effects are left for future research. The effect of these small
scale structures on the propagating wave can reveal further information about the
state of the ionosphere. For example, distortions in the received signal at various
pass locations may be an indication of the existence of ionospheric structures [Wang
et al., 2004].
An experiment performed in 1978 by the ISIS II satellite mission provided an
excellent starting point for the signal modelling. In conjunction with an HF ground
transmitter located in Ottawa, Canada; the ISIS II spacecraft performed a similar
experiment to the proposed RRI transionospheric propagation experiment. The
ground transmitter operated at 9.303 MHz and its transmitted signal propagated
through the ionosphere where it was detected by a dipole antenna located on the
spacecraft. As outlined in this thesis, study of the characteristics of the received
signal yielded two benefits: 1) it allowed insight into the type of signal to be expected
for the RRI experiment and 2) it gave a testing ground for the modelling software
that was developed.
1.2 Sun/Earth System
The ionosphere (discussed in Section 1.3) is the region of the atmosphere which the
ePOP satellite will primarily study. This region is affected greatly by solar activity.
As such, an understanding of solar processes and the linking of the Sun/Earth system
is required for an understanding of the ionosphere of the Earth.
A large outflow of charged particles, called the solar wind, is produced by the
Sun. This outflow is caused by the large pressure difference between the corona of
the Sun and interplanetary space. The pressure pushing the steady stream of ionized
particles outwards from the Sun overcomes the gravitational attraction of the Sun.
The measured properties of the solar wind near Earth show a typical electron density
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of ∼7 cm−3 and a flow speed of ∼450 km·s−1 [Kivelson and Russell, 1995]. A weak
interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) is produced by the Sun which has a strength
near Earth of <10 nT. The charged particles of the solar wind attach to the highly
conducting IMF lines and carry the field with them as they travel outwards from the
Sun. The positive ions in the solar wind are in equal numbers to the electrons and
are made up mostly of protons and a small number of helium atoms.
The magnetic field of the Earth can be approximated as a dipole field with the
northern magnetic pole situated near the southern geographic pole of the Earth
and the southern magnetic pole situated near the northern geographic pole of the
Earth. Therefore, the magnetic field lines are oriented nearly vertically in the polar
regions and point northward in the equatorial region. The area within the closed
magnetic field lines of the Earth is known as the magnetosphere. On the sunward
side, the interaction of the IMF with the magnetic field of the Earth compresses the
magnetosphere, while on the anti-sunward side the magnetosphere is significantly
expanded (‘dragged’ by the IMF) as can be seen in Figure 1.1. The IMF constantly
interacts with the magnetosphere of the Earth and this causes magnetic field lines of
the Earth to connect to the IMF lines. Since the solar wind is constantly streaming
past the Earth, the newly connected field lines get dragged backwards over the polar
regions of the Earth and drive ionospheric plasma convection in these regions. This
interaction also opens up the magnetosphere to solar wind plasma. The magnetic
field lines are excellent conductors of charged particles and, as such, magnetospheric
plasma streams down the magnetic field lines into the atmosphere of the Earth. The
streaming plasma causes ionization at ionospheric altitudes and can create optical
emissions that are known as the aurora. These auroras are better known as the
Northern or Southern Lights, depending on which hemisphere is examined. The
auroras occur mostly in the polar regions of the Earth because the magnetic field
lines are basically vertical at high latitudes and allow high altitude magnetosphere
plasma access to lower ionosphere altitudes [Kelley, 1989]. The solar wind can vary
rapidly in density and speed depending on solar activity. Such variations in the solar
wind directly affects ionospheric activity on Earth. As explained in the next section,
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Figure 1.1: The interaction of the IMF and solar wind with the magnetosphere of
the Earth. The IMF lines connect with the field lines of the magnetosphere of the
Earth and drive convection of plasma in the polar regions. The bow shock represents
the location of pressure balance between the solar wind and the magnetosphere of
the Earth. The magnetopause defines the boundaries of the closed field lines of the
magnetosphere. Finally, the magnetosheath is the area encompassed by the bow
shock and magnetopause. Figure 9.11 from Kivelson and Russell [1995].
the electron density in the ionosphere is highly dependent on solar activity.
1.3 The Ionosphere of The Earth
The ionosphere is the region of the atmosphere where free ions and electrons can
exist (in a quasi-neutral plasma such as the ionosphere, the number of free electrons
is approximately equal to the number of free ions). The boundaries of the ionospheric
regions are not clearly defined. The bottom of the ionosphere is generally estimated
at ∼100 km altitude [Kivelson and Russell, 1995], although in general there is some
ionization in the atmosphere down to ∼80 km. The upper limit of the ionosphere
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is quite ambiguous and rarely mentioned in textbooks [Kelley, 1989; Davies, 1966;
Kivelson and Russell, 1995; Budden, 1985; and Hunsucker and Hargreaves, 2003],
however it is generally accepted to range up to several thousand kilometers.
The ionosphere is formed mainly by the radiation of the Sun striking the atmo-
sphere of the earth and ionizing molecules [Davies, 1966]. There are several forms of
radiation that will cause ionization of the molecules in the atmosphere. This ionizing
radiation includes; extreme ultraviolet (EUV) light (eV), X-rays (keV), solar wind
particles (up to MeV range), or even cosmic rays (GeV range) that are not from the
Sun. In practice, however, the main contributer to ionization is EUV light from the
Sun.
Two items are needed for the creation of substantial quantities of ionized molecules.
First, the molecules themselves are needed in sufficient quantities to be ionized. Sec-
ond, some mechanism for ionizing the molecules is needed. At heights below 80 km,
there is a large quantity of neutral molecules, however very few photons of the appro-
priate energy penetrate that deep into the atmosphere because they are mostly all
absorbed above. Also, if any electron/ion pairs are created they quickly recombine
with each other due to collisions with the high neutral atmosphere density. The
net result is essentially no ionization near the earth. At high altitudes (∼1000 km)
there are sufficient numbers of EUV photons from the Sun, however there is very
little atmosphere to be ionized. The net result is a low number of ionized pairs (low
electron density). In between these two extremes, a compromise is reached. There
is enough atmosphere to create ionized pairs and many photons penetrate to these
heights because there is little absorbing atmosphere above [Budden, 1985]. The net
result is a relatively high electron density between about 100 km and 500 km, with
a peak electron density (Ne) that can reach more than 10
12 m−3. A general plot of
electron density as a function of height is presented in Figure 1.2. From this figure it
can be noted that the highest electron density occurs at ∼300 km. The main regions
of the ionosphere are indicated in this figure.
There are three main regions in the ionosphere. Two of these regions, the E-
region and F-region, are defined by electron density peaks. The first region that
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Figure 1.2: A typical electron density profile of the ionosphere of Earth. The profile
was generated from the International Reference Ionosphere (IRI) modelling program
(see Chapter 3).
was discovered was the E-layer. Its peak was the first to reflect radio transmissions
and it was called the E-layer for ‘Electric-layer’ [Kivelson and Russell, 1995]. The
E-layer or E-region exists between ∼90 km to 150 km altitude. The peak of the
E-region occurs at ∼110 km altitude and has an electron density on the order of
1011 m−3 during the day [Kelley, 1989]. The next region is the F-region. The F-
region exists at all heights in the ionosphere above the E-region — from ∼150 km
and up. The peak electron density in the F-region can be higher than 1012 m−3 and
is located at ∼300 km. The F-region is actually further classified by the F1 and F2
peaks. The F1 peak occurs at the lower altitude of the two peaks and is not always
present, especially for winter conditions [Hunsucker and Hargreaves, 2003]. The F2
peak is the location of the highest Ne value and exists above the F1 peak. The third
defined region of the ionosphere is the D-region. The D-region is not defined by a
peak electron density; it is simply the layer below the E-region on the bottom of
the ionosphere. The electron density in the D-region is very low and at times is
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non-existent. Each region is highly variable with respect to time and location. The
electron density peak values in the ionosphere all vary by more than a factor of ten
depending on time and location.
The peak electron densities in the ionosphere are commonly referenced with re-
spect to the maximum radar frequency that can be reflected by them. This is related
to the local plasma frequency of the medium and will be discussed in Chapter 2. Due
to this relationship of radar frequency and peak electron density values, the E-region
peak is referred to as the foE peak and the F1 and F2 peaks are referred to as the
foF1 and foF2 peaks, respectively, where fo refers to the maximum radar frequency
reflected.
The production of electron/ion pairs in the ionosphere is driven in a similar
fashion to the heating of the surface of the Earth. The more vertically overhead the
Sun is positioned, the more heat is delivered, and the more ionized molecules are
produced. A result of this is that there is generally a higher overall electron density
nearer to the equator than at higher latitudes. One would expect that the highest
electron densities would be found directly at the equator, but actually there is an Ne
trough region directly over the equator and the overall electron density increases to
peak values at ∼ ±10–20◦ latitude [Bhuyan et al., 2003]. This phenomenon is known
as the equatorial ionization anomaly and may be explained by the “fountain effect”.
At the equator there is an eastward pointing electric field during the daytime that
couples with the northward magnetic field to create an upward ExB drift motion of
plasma [Kelley, 1989]. This upward motion causes plasma to travel upwards from
the F-region at the equator and be transported downwards along the magnetic field
lines north and south of the equator thus reducing the plasma or electron density at
the equator.
For a sunlit (daytime) ionosphere, the Sun creates electron/ion pairs through
photoionization at a faster rate than recombination. As a result, typically there is
a peak in foF2 near or shortly after noontime [Bhuyan et al., 2003]. The foF2
peak slowly drops off as the Sun sets and reaches a minimum right before sunrise
when recombination has had the most time to decrease the number of ionized pairs.
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Typically, therefore, daytime Ne peak values are usually much higher than nighttime
values.
One general behaviour of the foF2 peak that does not follow from the simple
rule of more sunlight causing higher electron density values is a seasonal dependence
which is operational at higher latitudes. One would expect that in winter time a
lower electron density peak will exist than during summer. This is indeed the case
for nighttime Ne levels, but during the daytime for winter months higher F-region
electron densities are observed. This is referred to as the seasonal anomaly [Davies,
1966]. A typical daytime foF2 peak in the winter at higher latitudes will be nearly
an order of magnitude higher than a typical summer foF2 peak. This F-region
characteristic is not as apparent at lower latitudes and this is to be expected because
lower latitudes are not as seasonally dependent as higher latitudes. The reason for
this anomaly is the different compositions of ions in the F-region between the two
seasons. It has also been reported that at middle latitudes, a semiannual variation
in the noontime foF2 peaks exists with maximum Ne occurring at the equinoxes
[Richards, 2001].
1.4 Ground Ionospheric Experiments
Evidence of an ionized component of the atmosphere of the Earth became apparent
in 1901 when Marconi sent radio frequency transmissions from the British Isles to
Newfoundland. Due to the curvature of the Earth, it would be impossible for straight
line of sight transmissions over this distance so it was apparent that the radar waves
must have been reflected off of an ionized layer [Hunsucker and Hargreaves, 2003].
One of the first and simplest methods for studying the ionosphere was to use
an ionosonde. An ionosonde is basically a radio transmitter and receiver system
which can operate at radio frequencies up to 20-30 MHz [Hunsucker and Hargreaves,
2003]. Ionosondes are typically pulsed radar systems (transmit a pulse, wait for the
returned signal to be received, repeat over and over) which can change frequency
(sweep in frequency) from 1 to 20 MHz. By measuring the time for a reflection of
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a radio wave from the ionosphere at each frequency, a listing of electron density as
a function of altitude above the ionosonde can be developed. The physics of this is
discussed in Chapters 2 and 4, but basically radio waves at or below the local plasma
frequency are reflected and higher frequency ones propagate through the ionosphere.
Ionosondes can give reliable Ne profiles (bottomside soundings or ionograms) up to
the F-region peak at ∼300 km altitude. Chapter 4 discusses the use of ionosondes on
satellites to determine Ne profiles for altitudes in the ionosphere above the F-region
peak.
In Canada, a collection of ionosonde stations make up the Canadian Advanced
Digital Ionosonde (CADI) network [MacDougall et al., 1995]. Radars from the CADI
network will be used as transmitters, as well as SuperDARN radars, in the transiono-
spheric propagation experiment with the RRI instrument on ePOP.
Another method for study of the ionosphere is to use coherent backscatter radars.
One of the most prominent examples of this is the SuperDARN system [Greenwald
et al., 1995]. There are numerous SuperDARN radar sites scattered about the globe.
The basic principle of a SuperDARN radar is to have a coherent HF wave between
∼8–20 MHz scatter from field aligned irregularities in the high latitude ionosphere.
By measuring the Doppler shift of the the scattered wave, the line of sight plasma
drift velocity in the F-region can be determined. Two radars probing the same area
of the F-region can determine two line of sight velocities and the addition of these
vectors will give the actual velocity of the plasma. The SuperDARN network of
radars operates continuously and covers almost the entire region (polar cap) of both
the north and south poles. As such, convection maps of the ionosphere are generated
on a minute by minute basis and stored for later study. Since the ionosphere reacts to
processes from the Sun and magnetosphere, these convection maps offer information
on the behaviour of the Earth/Sun environment. It is planned to use at least the
SuperDARN radar in Saskatoon, Canada for the ePOPmission. Only a small fraction
of the transmitted signal is scattered in the ionosphere and most propagates out into
space. The RRI on ePOP will fly through the SuperDARN field of view and be able
to receive and record this signal transmitted from the ground which was modified as
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it propagated through the ionosphere.
1.5 Canadian Ionospheric Satellites
In 1962 Canada became the third country in history to have a satellite in orbit
around the Earth. Alouette 1 was launched and became operational on September
29, 1962 [Hartz, 1964]. This satellite was entirely designed and built in Canada
and was launched by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
in the United States. The primary goal of the Alouette satellite was to perform
topside soundings of the ionosphere to determine electron density profiles from
∼300 km (the foF2 peak) to the altitude of the spacecraft at ∼1000 km. Alou-
ette 1 also provided data on local magnetic field strength. The spacecraft was
designed to operate for only a year, but ended up performing its mission for ten
years. The Alouette 1 satellite had a back up built in case of malfunction with the
original. This back up was launched as Alouette 2 in 1965 and performed a simi-
lar mission to its predecessor. For more information on the Alouette satellites see
http://www.space.gc.ca/asc/eng/satellites/alouette.asp.
The success of the Alouette program led to the development of a new class of satel-
lites called ISIS (International Satellites for Ionospheric Studies). ISIS I was launched
in 1969 and flew in an elliptical orbit with a perigee of ∼550 km and an apogee of
∼3500 km. In 1971, ISIS II was launched into a nearly circular orbit of 1400 km. Like
the Alouette missions, the main goals of both these satellites was to develop topside
soundings or ionograms of the ionosphere. They also contained other instruments
to measure temperature and magnetic field strength. ISIS II also had the ability to
take photographs of the entire auroral oval over the North pole. An experiment was
also performed with both satellites which was of importance to the goals of this the-
sis. Both satellites received HF radar transmissions from several dedicated ground
transmitters. The received signal was able to reveal information on how the radio
wave was affected as it propagated through the ionosphere. These transionospheric
experiments on the ISIS satellites are similar to the RRI experiment on the upcoming
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ePOP satellite. As well, the millions of topside profiles produced from the Alouette
and ISIS spacecraft programs are the primary data sets used for the topside portion
of ionogram profiles produced by the International Reference Ionosphere (IRI) model
[Bilitza, 2004]. The IRI model is the international standard for ionospheric density
modellers and is discussed in Chapter 3. Further information on the ISIS satellites
is found at http://www.space.gc.ca/asc/eng/satellites/isis.asp.
1.6 Outline of Thesis
Chapter 2 of this thesis gives background on magnetoionic theory. The derivation of
the complex index of refraction in an ionized magnetic medium is presented. Then
an overview of radio wave polarization states will be discussed. Finally, the different
propagation characteristics of a wave travelling parallel or perpendicular to magnetic
field lines will be explained.
A great deal of programming was performed to model the behaviour of propa-
gating waves in the ionosphere. These so-called ray tracing programs (simulations)
are discussed and explained in Chapter 3. Also discussed in this chapter is the
IRI electron density modelling program used to supply Ne profiles for the ray trace
modeller.
The ISIS II satellite performed an experiment that was similar to the upcoming
HF wave propagation (transionospheric) experiment of the RRI on ePOP. The data
analysis from the ISIS II experiment is presented in Chapter 4. In this chapter sim-
ulations of actual ISIS II transionospheric observations using the ray trace modeller
are explained. Comparisons between the ray tracer simulations and the actual data
are made.
Chapter 5 presents and discusses some preliminary simulations which describe
the expected radar wave signal to be received by the RRI on ePOP from Super-
DARN transmissions. Various ionospheric electron densities, satellite parameters
and transmitting frequencies are compared. The results of these simulations are
examined with respect to the ionospheric physics discussed in Chapter 2.
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Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the results and conclusions from the ray tracer
simulations for ePOP and ISIS II experiment analysis. Future directions are also
discussed.
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Chapter 2
Magnetoionic Theory
Magnetoionic theory is the study of the propagation of electromagnetic (EM)
waves through an ionized magnetic medium. As the ionosphere is a weakly ionized
plasma this theory is fundamental to research of this thesis. The polarization state of
the wave also must be known. This chapter presents magnetoionic and polarization
theory.
2.1 Electromagnetic Wave Polarization State
One of the main goals of this thesis is to understand the polarization state of a radio
wave when it is received by ePOP after propagating through the ionosphere. In
order to discuss this effectively, the various definitions and terminology used in this
research must be presented. This section will provide a brief overview of polarization
definitions used in this thesis.
The EM or radar wave considered will be a monochromatic wave. This is a
theoretical wave that is infinitely long. The polarization of a wave is defined by the
shape that the end point of the electric field vector traces out as the wave propagates.
The polarization can be defined by either the magnetic field vector or the electric field
vector as they are oriented perpendicular to one another; however, since antennas
and their receivers make electric field measurements, the electric field is what is
commonly used when discussing polarization. In general, the polarization of a signal
is elliptical and the polarization state is referred to as a polarization ellipse.
Figure 2.1 shows the general form of a polarization ellipse. The orientation angle
(ψ) is defined as the angle between the x-axis and the semi-major axis of the ellipse
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Figure 2.1: A general form of the polarization ellipse. ψ represents the orientation
angle, a represents the semi-major axis, b represents the semi-minor axis, and χ
represents the ellipticity angle of the ellipse.
and can range from 0◦ to 180◦ [Born and Wolf, 1980]. The ellipticity angle (χ) is
defined as the ratio of the semi-minor axis (b) to the semi-major axis (a),
χ = ± arctan( b
a
). (2.1)
The ellipticity angle ranges from -45◦ to 45◦. The polarization ellipse can have a
form from linear (which is an ellipse with an ellipticity of 0◦), to circular (an ellipse
with ellipticity of ±45◦). The variables ψ and χ define the shape of the polarization
ellipse and the inclusion of either one of the axes magnitudes a or b will define the
polarization of the wave completely. The state of the wave can be further defined by
the inclusion of an unpolarized component of the signal in addition to the polarization
ellipse. The unpolarized component corresponds to completely random motion of the
electric field endpoint. The amplitude of an unpolarized wave will be the same in
any direction that is perpendicular to the propagation direction. In actual data there
will always be an unpolarized portion of the wave, however for the signals dealt with
in this research it is expected to typically be small and is not considered. In future
research it is expected that analysis including the unpolarized wave component may
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be of importance.
2.2 Appleton-Hartree Derivation
The first step to studying the propagation of a wave through the ionosphere is to
determine the index of refraction of a travelling radio wave in an ionized magnetic
medium. This is also crucial for determining the polarization state of the wave.
As will be shown below, the index of refraction and polarization state of a wave in
such a medium are directly related. As outlined below, when a wave propagates
through an ionized medium with an external magnetic field, two different indices
of refraction exist. These two indices of refraction correspond to two modes of
propagation. The ordinary mode (O-mode) and the extraordinary mode (X-mode)
are affected differently by the external magnetic field (B-field). In magnetoionic
propagation, both modes have an index of refraction that is less than unity, with
the X-mode having a smaller value than the O-mode. To determine the index of
refraction in the ionosphere, one can use the Appleton-Hartree equation. Below, the
Appleton-Hartree equation is derived using the method expressed by Budden [1961].
Firstly, Maxwell’s equations are used to derive a relationship between the mag-
netic and electric fields of a propagating electromagnetic (EM) wave. The two
Maxwell equations that are used are:
∇× E = −µo∂H
∂t
, (2.2)
∇×H = ∂D
∂t
, (2.3)
where, E is the electric field of the EM wave, H is the magnetic field of the EM
wave, D is the electric displacement of the wave and µo is the permeability of free
space. Also needed is the relation between E, D, and the polarization field (P). This
relation is given by
D = ²oE+P, (2.4)
where ²o is the permittivity of free space. It should be noted that in this notation
the polarization field refers to the field that develops in a material from the imposed
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Figure 2.2: Geometry for Appleton-Hartree Derivation.
external electric field of the EM wave applying a force in opposite directions on the
electrons and ions in the material. The polarization field should not be confused
with the polarization state of the wave, which refers to the shape the endpoint of
the electric field of a travelling EM wave traces out as explained in Section 2.1.
Assuming a harmonic EM wave traveling in the +z direction with its wave vector
given by k = kẑ, the geometry for this derivation is shown in Figure 2.2. The x-axis
is positioned so that the component of the B-field in the xy-plane is aligned along
it, so that B = Bx̂+Bẑ. The E-field (or H-field) of the wave is given by
E = Eoe
i(kz−ωt), (2.5)
where Eo is the maximum amplitude of the E-field, k is the wave number, and ω
is the wave angular frequency. Therefore, taking the curl operator of E or H will
give the spatial (ik) term, while taking the time derivative will give the temporal
(−iw) term. When Equations 2.2 and 2.3 are expanded and rearranged using this
knowledge the following is obtained:
D =
k2
µoω2
(Exx̂+ Eyŷ), (2.6)
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H =
k
µoω
(−Eyx̂+ Exŷ). (2.7)
It should be understood that in this notation, the phasor term of the various fields
has simply been implied. For example, Ex refers to Exoexp(i(kz−ωt)). By combining
Equations 2.4, 2.6 and 2.7 one arrives at the ratio ρ given by
ρ ≡ Py
Px
=
Ey
Ex
=
Dy
Dx
=
−Hx
Hy
. (2.8)
ρ defines the wave polarization. It is the ratio between the x and y components of
the various fields. This ratio will describe the polarization state of either mode.
Using the definition of index of refraction
n ≡ kc
ω
, (2.9)
where c is the speed of light in a vacuum given by [Griffiths, 1999]
c =
1√
²oµo
, (2.10)
Equation 2.6 can be rewritten as shown in Equation 2.11.
D = ²on
2(Exx̂+ Eyŷ). (2.11)
One further relation that will be needed is that of polarization and electric field.
By combining 2.4 and 2.11 one gets
P = ²o(n
2 − 1)(Exx̂+ Eyŷ)− ²oEz ẑ. (2.12)
It should be noted that in Equation 2.12 an Ez term has appeared. In most EM
wave propagation cases there is no component of the E-field along the wave vector
direction. This is not the case in magnetoionic wave propagation. The Ez term is
typically small and is ignored here.
The next step in the Appleton-Hartree derivation is to examine the equation of
motion for an electron in a magnetoionic medium. There are three forces acting on
the electron: the electric force, the magnetic force, and frictional forces. This leads
to the following equation of motion
m
d2r
dt2
= −eE− edr
dt
×B− νmdr
dt
, (2.13)
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where m is the mass of an electron, r represents the position vector of the electron,
e is the elementary charge, B is the external magnetic field, and ν is the collision
frequency of electrons with other particles. The first term in the equation of motion
is the electric force, the second term is the magnetic force and the last term is the
frictional force. It is assumed that the motion follows a harmonic oscillation in the
same manner as Equation 2.5. With much rearranging and use of Equation 2.14,
which defines the resulting net polarization field from a displaced set of electrons,
one arrives at a slightly different version of the original equation of motion, which is
Equation 2.15.
P = −Neer, (2.14)
−P = Nee
2E
mω2
+
ieP×B
mω
+
iPν
ω
, (2.15)
where Ne is the free electron density in the plasma.
The plasma frequency is defined by Equation 2.16 and the cyclotron or gyro fre-
quency is defined by Equation 2.17 and both can be used to simplify Equation 2.15.
The plasma frequency describes the frequency at which free electrons oscillate in a
plasma. Radar waves below the plasma frequency will be reflected by the plasma
while radar waves above this frequency will propagate through. The cyclotron fre-
quency describes the frequency at which the free electrons will gyrate about the
external magnetic field. These definitions are further simplified by the definitions
shown in equations 2.18 through 2.21. In these equations θ is the aspect angle. This
angle is the angle formed between the magnetic field and the direction of propagation
(k) of the EM wave.
ω2p =
Nee
2
m²o
, (2.16)
ωc =
eB
m
, (2.17)
X =
ω2p
ω2
, (2.18)
YT =
ωc
ω
sin θ, (2.19)
YL =
ωc
ω
cos θ, (2.20)
U = 1 + i
ν
ω
. (2.21)
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X is the ratio of plasma frequency to radar frequency. YT and YL are the ratios
between cyclotron frequency and radar frequency in the transverse and longitudinal
directions with respect to the external magnetic field respectively. U is a factor that
relates collision frequency to radar frequency.
It should be noted that in this research collisions between electrons and neutrals
has been neglected. In the E-region, collisions can have an effect on a propagating
EM wave; however, typically for the radar frequencies of interest in this thesis the
affect of collisions can be ignored in the E-region, which makes up a very small
portion of the radar wave path. The majority of the modifications to the wave take
place in the F-region where the Ne is highest. The collision frequency of electrons and
ions is negligible for altitudes above the E-region (∼103 Hz, compared to a typical
radar frequency of ∼107 Hz), and therefore it is reasonable to neglect the effect of
collisions at this time.
With the use of these definitions, Equation 2.15 can be broken down into its
component form. When this is done, the following equations result:
−²oXEx = UPx + iYLPy, (2.22)
−²oXEy = −iYLPx + UPy + iYTPz, (2.23)
−²oXEz = −iYTPy + UPz. (2.24)
One can rearrange these equations to develop an expression for ρ in Equation 2.8
and thus for the magnitude ratio of the x-axis and the y-axis of the various fields.
This expression is shown in its final form as
ρ =
iY 2T
2YL(U −X) ± i
√√√√ Y 4T
4Y 2L (U −X)2
+ 1. (2.25)
This equation gives the ratio between Ex and Ey or Hx and Hy as expressed in
Equation 2.8. This ratio is used to determine the polarization state of either mode.
From this equation, the O-mode ratio is determined using the negative sign and the
X-mode ratio is determined using the positive sign.
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Using Equations 2.12, 2.22 and 2.25 one can derive the final form of the equation
describing the index of refraction (n) in an ionized magnetic medium. The Appleton-
Hartree equation is thus given as
n2 = 1− X
U − Y 2T
2(U−X) ±
√
Y 4T
4(U−X)2 + Y
2
L
. (2.26)
There a several important features to observe in this equation. The first is that there
are two values for the index of refraction in a plasma. These two values correspond
to the two modes of propagation. The X-mode is most affected by the medium and
therefore it is the smaller of the two. Taking the negative sign in the Appleton-
Hartree equation will give the value for the X-mode. The O-mode is closer to unity
and is found by using the positive sign in the equation. The next item to notice
is that the index of refraction is highly dependent on X which is directly related
to electron density. Therefore, the index of refraction will deviate more from unity
for larger values of electron density. Also, the index of refraction of the two modes
will differ from one another by the most amount for large values of electron density.
The final note is that the index of refraction only has an imaginary term in the U
variable. If there are no collisions between electrons and ions, the value for index of
refraction becomes purely real. The previous statements only hold for values of X
< 1.0. When X approaches 1.0, the situation becomes much more complicated.
A plot of n2 as a function of the ratio X is shown in Figure 2.3. It is seen that as
X approaches 1.0, the index of refraction for the X-mode becomes purely imaginary
(because n2 is negative) and it only propagates as an evanescent wave which is a
wave that decays exponentially with distance. This occurs at the point,
X = 1− Y . (2.27)
where
Y 2 = Y 2T + Y
2
L . (2.28)
When X becomes 1.0 exactly, the O-mode also becomes evanescent. Slightly before
this point where X becomes exactly 1.0, another mode appears at a value of
X =
1− Y 2
1− Y 2L
. (2.29)
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Figure 2.3: n2 for increasing values of X =
ω2p
ω2
, (aspect angle is 40◦, radar frequency
is 15 MHz, magnetic field strength is 0.600 G). All values of n2 < 0.0 represent
evanescent, non-propagating waves. Note that the X-mode is always at a lesser
value than O-mode and the separation between them increases as X increases. Z-
mode waves propagate under the condition of X > 1.0. Note that an ‘X’ refers
to the term in Equation 2.18, while the ‘X’ in X-mode refers to the extraordinary
propagation mode.
This is actually the X-mode from the Appleton-Hartree equation, but because physi-
cally it is separated from the classic X-mode propagation it is often called the Z-mode.
This mode will become evanescent at the point
X = 1 + Y . (2.30)
The Z-mode only propagates at relatively low frequencies (<2 MHz) given normal
ionospheric conditions.
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2.3 QT and QL Propagation
In the previous section it is shown that the index of refraction and polarization ratios
of the propagation modes are described by quite elaborate equations. Further, differ-
ent propagation characteristics are exhibited for propagation in different directions
with respect to the external B-field. If the EM wave is propagating more or less
parallel or anti-parallel to the external B-field lines, this is called quasi-longitudinal
(QL) propagation. On the other hand, if the wave is travelling more or less per-
pendicular to the external B-field, it is called quasi-transverse (QT) propagation.
Interestingly, under typical ionospheric conditions relatively high frequency waves
can be considered to propagate in the QL regime for very large aspect angles. For
example, at a VHF radar frequency of 50 MHz the propagating wave can be well
described by the QL approximation for aspect angles up to nearly 87◦ [Hussey, 1994].
At a typical HF SuperDARN operating frequency (∼15 MHz), the QL approxima-
tion is valid for aspect angles up to ∼60◦. The resultant polarization states for QT
and QL propagation are quite different and are examined below.
Imagine a linearly polarized radar signal travelling parallel (or anti-parallel) to
the B-field lines such that θ=0◦. This wave will be split into two circular waves
of opposite sense with different indices of refraction. The ‘sense’ of a polarization
ellipse is determined by the direction in which the electric field vector traces out
the ellipse. Examination of Equation 2.25 indicates that under these conditions the
magnitude of the axis ratio is unity. Both terms with YT are zero and the result
is ρ = ±i. As |ρ|=1, the magnitude of the field along either axis of the modes is
equal and therefore each mode propagates as a circular wave. These two circular
waves will rotate at slightly different rates (due to the different indices of refraction)
and with different senses of rotation (due to the different signs for ρ). The net
result of two circular waves of the same magnitude propagating with different senses
is a linear wave. Since the waves have different indices of refraction, they will go
through different amounts of phase in a set distance. This will result in a change
in the orientation angle of the resultant linear wave as it propagates. This effect
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Figure 2.4: Polarization ellipses for various aspect angles with collisions neglected.
is called Faraday rotation [Budden, 1985]. Faraday rotation can only be operable
when the QL propagation conditions are met. The Faraday rotation effect has be
used for a number of research experiments such as calculating the electron density
in the E-region [Hysell and Chau, 2001] or F-region [Shpynev, 2004] and estimating
the plasma density in the corona of the Sun by measuring the Faraday rotation that
the corona causes on a galactic radio source [Mancuso and Spangler, 1999].
QT propagation conditions are valid when the wave propagation direction is
perpendicular to the B-field (θ=90◦). Examination of Equation 2.25 indicates that
two perpendicular linear waves will propagate in the medium. The two terms with
YL in the denominator go to infinity and the result is that ρ is either zero or infinity.
Axes ratios of zero and infinity correspond to two linear waves that are aligned
perpendicular to one another. An axis ratio of zero corresponds to alignment with
the magnetic field and a ratio of infinity corresponds to alignment perpendicular to
the B-field. These two waves will develop a phase difference between one another
because of the different indices of refraction associated with the two modes. Two
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orthogonal linear waves can be added to create a polarization state of any ellipticity,
including the extremes of linearly or circularly polarized, depending on the relative
phase of the linear waves. As a result the net polarization of the signal will oscillate
between linear and circular polarization states when propagation can be described
by QT propagation conditions.
In between the two extremes of parallel (QL) and perpendicular (QT) propagation
with respect to the magnetic field a polarization ellipse that will change shape in the
same manner as in the QT regime and also have its major axis rotated in the manner
of Faraday rotation in the QL regime will result. Figure 2.4 shows the expected
polarization states for either mode in the QT and QL regimes of propagation. Also
shown is a polarization state in between the two extremes. The resultant polarization
of the signal is shown in each case as well. In general the resultant polarization state
can be thought of as a combination of propagation in the QL and QT regimes.
As such, it is important to completely calculate the index of refraction and the
polarization state of either mode when simulating the signal received at a satellite.
The calculation of the final polarization state is explained in the following chapter.
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Chapter 3
Ray Tracing
In order to predict the signal to be received by the RRI on ePOP, a software
tool was developed to predict how radio waves propagate through the ionosphere.
A computer program has been written at the University of Saskatchewan by Dieter
Andre to perform ray tracing of EM waves through an ionized medium. The program
solves the Appleton-Hartree equation for index of refraction presented in the previous
chapter and then uses the Hamiltonian ray path equations as presented by Haselgrove
[1963] to ‘trace’ the path of an EM wave through a plasma. The program is able to
determine the path that an HF radio wave will take given a starting position and
direction and an electron density profile within which to propagate.
For this thesis modifications have been made to this program to allow both the
starting and ending locations of the wave to be considered. With this modification
the program will iteratively search for the correct initial direction that will cause
the ray to pass through the location of the satellite in space. The accuracy of this
convergence method will also be examined. Additionally, another computer program
was written to calculate the polarization state and all other wave parameters (i.e.,
propagation time, propagation distance, etc.) along the ray trace path. The ray
tracing and analysis programs will be discussed in detail in this chapter. As well,
the International Reference Ionosphere (IRI) modelling program will be discussed as
a method for creating ionospheric Ne profiles as a required input parameter to the
ray tracing program.
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3.1 Ray Tracing Formulae
The ray tracing program that will be discussed in Section 3.2 is based on the formulae
given in Haselgrove [1963]. Using the Appleton-Hartree expression (Equation 2.26)
for the complex index of refraction in a plasma, a set of equations was developed by
Haselgrove [1963] to determine the direction a wave will take given a set of propaga-
tion conditions. If F (k, ω,x, t) represents the dispersion equation which is simply the
Appleton-Hartree formula (Equation 2.26, the ray equations are given by [Molcho
and Censor, 1986]
dx
dt
= −∂F
∂k
/
∂F
∂ω
, (3.1)
and
dk
dt
=
∂F
∂x
/
∂F
∂ω
. (3.2)
Equation 3.1 indicates the group velocity of the wave in Cartesian coordinates and
Equation 3.2 gives the change in the wave normal direction. Both these quantities
are determined from the dispersion equation which is dependent on wave direction
k, frequency ω, position x, and, in the general case, time t. For the ray tracing
performed with the Appleton-Hartree equation, all the variables at a set location
are made to be unchanging with time, if not so already, and, as such, this implicitly
includes the time dependence. The derivation of the Haselgrove [1963] expressions
is quite complex so only the resulting equations will be reported here.
Using the notation from Haselgrove [1963] the variables x1, x2, and x3 represent
the displacement coordinates of the wave at a point along the ray path. The coor-
dinates represent a Cartesian coordinate system with its origin at the centre of the
Earth. The variables u1, u2, and u3 represent a vector that is parallel to the wave
normal and with a magnitude u equal to the refractive index. X is defined as in
Chapter 2 and Y1, Y2, and Y3 make up a vector Y that is parallel to the magnetic
field and has a magnitude Y = ωc/ω as also given in Chapter 2. The variables J ,
K, L, and M are introduced as intermediate calculation steps and are given by the
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following equations,
J = 2[2(1−X − Y 2)p+ Y (1 + (v · u)2)], (3.3)
K = −2X(v · u)(pY − 1), (3.4)
L = Y (1− Y 2)p2 − 2(1−X − Y 2)p− Y , (3.5)
M = 2Xp(pY − 1). (3.6)
Where v is the unit vector of Y and p is found from the solution to the quadratic
equation
(1−X − Y 2)p2 + (Y (1 + (v · u)2)p− (v · u)2 = 0. (3.7)
Using the dispersion equation (Appleton-Hartree) derived in Chapter 2 and Equa-
tion 3.1, the equation for calculating the direction a ray is going to travel given a
starting location and direction is
dxi
dt
= Jui −KY vi, (3.8)
where i represents a Cartesian coordinate. Equation 3.8 gives the derivative of
one of the three spacial components with respect to some arbitrary step size (time
or distance along the path) for each Cartesian coordinate. Calculating all three
components of Equation 3.8 for a set step size gives the location in space of the next
point along the ray path. This equation is the group velocity of the wave. Also
needed is the change in the wave normal direction from one point to the next. This
is calculated using the following equation,
dui
dt
= L
∂X
∂xi
+
∑
j
(Kuj +MY vj)
∂Yj
∂xi
. (3.9)
Equation 3.9 will give the change in the wave normal direction from one point to the
next on the ray path. This is necessary because the index of refraction is spatially
anisotropic (i.e., it can be described by a tensor) and, as such, is dependent on
wave direction. Notice that given a condition where there are no gradients in Ne or
magnetic field, the change in wave direction is zero as expected. The values that are
obtained from Equations 3.8 and 3.9 are then used when calculating the conditions
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for the next step along the path. These calculations are repeated for each step along
the ray trace path until the required propagation distance from the transmitter is
traced out.
3.2 Ray Tracing Software
3.2.1 Original Program
It was shown in Chapter 2 that the index of refraction in a magnetoionic medium
is dependent on electron density and on the magnetic field strength and direction.
Chapter 1 discussed how variable the electron density can be in the ionosphere.
At typical HF radar operation frequencies, the propagating waves will be affected
significantly by the ionosphere. In order to get a better understanding of radar wave
propagation for instruments such as SuperDARN, the path a wave will take through
the ionosphere can be modelled (ray traced) based on the equations presented in the
previous section.
A computer program has been written at the University of Saskatchewan which
performs ray tracing. This program, ‘tracer.c’ (see Appendix A), was written in
the C programming language. The program takes as inputs: a 1-D or 2-D electron
density profile, a starting location of the wave, a starting direction of the wave, and
the radar frequency. The equations discussed in Section 3.1 are used to calculate the
direction a wave will travel given a set of propagation conditions. The program will
output the path a radar wave in the ionosphere will take with a point along the path
being calculated roughly once every kilometre. The actual distance between points
on a ray trace is dependent on the gradients in electron density. If there are large
gradients, the program takes smaller steps, but if the gradients are very small, the
program uses larger steps to more efficiently and quickly calculate the wave path.
The program can trace both the ordinary and extraordinary modes. This is necessary
because they will take different paths through the ionosphere as they have (typically
slightly) different indices of refraction.
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When a wave propagates through the ionosphere with a frequency that is compa-
rable to the plasma frequency, it can be affected greatly. As an example, the plasma
frequency associated with the F-region peak can be 9 MHz or higher, while the Su-
perDARN operating frequency can be anywhere from 8 MHz to 20 MHz, though
more typically between 9 MHz and 16 MHz. Figure 3.1 shows ray paths through the
ionosphere at various elevation angles. The horizontal axis is geographic latitude and
the vertical axis is altitude. The transmitted frequency was set to be 15 MHz in this
case. The Ne profile that was used was a smoothly varying horizontally stratified
profile with a peak density of 1012 m−3, which gives a corresponding peak plasma
frequency of 9.0 MHz. This profile is presented in Figure 3.2. Rays that are launched
at an elevation angle less than ∼36◦ are totally refracted back to the Earth. The rays
just above this ‘cutoff’ elevation are greatly affected and travel a long distance before
leaving the ionosphere. However, rays launched at much higher elevation angles are
bent little when passing through the ionosphere.
One of the keys to obtaining an accurate representation of the path a wave will
take is to have a reliable Ne profile. The ray tracing program has the ability to take
as input either a 1-D or a 2-D profile. The 1-D profile will be a listing of altitudes and
their corresponding electron densities. This profile is horizontally stratified in that
the program assumes the same density for all latitude and longitudes at a certain
height. A simple and reasonably accurate method to obtain these 1-D profiles is to
use the International Reference Ionosphere (IRI) model, which will be discussed in
detail in Section 3.3. Two-dimensional profiles may also be used as input to the ray
tracing program. For these profiles Ne will be both a function of height and range
from the transmitter. Any resolution of height and range can be used in the ray
tracing program provided the user has the ability to develop the profiles (either from
actual observations or the IRI modeller). The method used in this thesis to develop
2-D profiles is to take various 1-D height dependent profiles and align them in range
from the radar. If the 1-D profiles that are aligned are similar enough, the result will
be a smoothly varying 2-D profile. For this thesis, the resolution in altitude for the
profiles was 1 km and the resolution in range was usually around one or two degrees
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Figure 3.1: Various ray traces for the O-mode at different initial elevation angles
(elevation angles begin at 34◦ and are spaced at 1◦ intervals). The transmitted
frequency is 15 MHz and the peak plasma frequency is 9.0 MHz.
of latitude, which is ∼150 km to 300 km at satellite altitudes.
The second item that is important for good representative ray traces is the mag-
netic field of the Earth. In this ray trace program, the International Geomagnetic
Reference Field (IGRF) model is used. This model is commonly used to model the
magnetic field of the Earth [Maus et al., 2005]. Unlike Ne profiles, which are strongly
dependent on time of day and season, the magnetic field is essentially constant at all
times and, as such, it is not necessary to supply a specific magnetic field for a given
time as it is with the electron density profile. The model magnetic field is sufficient
to obtain a very good estimate of the actual field strength and direction.
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Figure 3.2: Electron density profile with an F-peak density of 1012 m−3.
3.2.2 Modifications for Two-Point Solution of Ray Trace
One of the original purposes of the ray tracing software was to help understand how
a wave of given characteristics will propagate through the ionosphere. An example
is a study to examine conditions for obtaining SuperDARN echoes by determining
where the radio wave became perpendicular to the magnetic field lines (irregularities
that the SuperDARN wave scatters from are aligned with the magnetic field lines so
echoes only occur when the wave is nearly perpendicular to these lines) [Danskin et
al., 2002]. With the incorporation of the RRI instrument on the Cassiope satellite
to study transionospheric propagation, a new use was found for the software in the
determination of the expected radar wave received by the RRI on ePOP. In order
to use the ray tracing software to model the expected signal from SuperDARN at
ePOP, the program needed to be modified to allow a traced ray to intersect with a
desired location in space.
The convergence of a ray trace to the satellite location was performed using
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a Newton iteration method [James, 2005a]. The two parameters the ray tracing
program uses to specify direction are polar and azimuth angles. The polar angle
is measured downwards from zenith and the azimuth angle is measured eastwards
from due north with respect to the starting or transmitter location. A starting ray is
traced with an initial polar angle α and azimuth angle β. This starting ray will reach
the altitude of the satellite at a location with colatitude (90◦-geographic latitude)
and longitude coordinates θ1 and φ1, respectively. Then a second ray is traced with
starting direction α+4α and β. This second ray crosses the altitude of the satellite
at coordinates θ2 and φ2. A third and final ray is traced with a starting direction of
α and β+4β, which crosses the satellite altitude at θ3, φ3.
The next step was to look at the distances between the three traced rays. By
calculating where the rays ended in relation to their desired position, a better guess
of the starting direction is made. A correction to starting polar and azimuth angles
was found by employing the following equations [James, 2005a]:
4α′ = 4αφs − φ1 −
φ1−φ3
θ1−θ3 (θs − θ1)
φ2 − φ1 − φ1−φ3θ1−θ3 (θ2 − θ1)
(3.10)
and
4β′ = 4β φs − φ1 −
φ1−φ2
θ1−θ2 (θs − θ1)
φ3 − φ1 − φ1−φ2θ1−θ2 (θ3 − θ1)
, (3.11)
where θs and φs are the colatitude and longitude of the satellite respectively. With
these values calculated the program goes onto the next iteration. In the next step the
starting α and β values were set to α+4α′ and β+4β′ and the whole process was
repeated. The iteration steps continued until the distance between a point on the
traced ray and the actual desired location was less than the required convergence
distance, which was usually set to be 10 m. In order to reach this accuracy, the
method of convergence usually took only two or three iterations, provided a reason-
able starting guess was made. In this case a reasonable starting guess usually meant
that the initial ray path direction was within ∼20◦ elevation and azimuth of the
correct starting direction. If the initial guess direction was not within this estimated
range it would usually become immediately obvious as the program would diverge
rapidly in search of an unattainable solution. If this occurred, it was a simple matter
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Figure 3.3: The geometry of the ray tracing shows that phase error is largest for
simulated ray paths ending at points A and B and but very small for a ray path
ending at point C.
to restart the program with a more reasonable initial direction.
There is a question as to whether converging a ray to within 10 m of the satellite
was sufficient to give a useful answer. At an HF operating frequency of 15 MHz the
wavelength in free space is 20 m. This means that the convergence distance was
half of a wavelength at this frequency. If, for example, the O-mode and the X-mode
were traced to opposite ends of the error range, the error in phase difference between
the two modes would be 2pi. For propagation conditions where Faraday rotation
dominates, a phase change difference of 2pi will cause the orientation angle to go
through one revolution. Therefore if the error in phase difference is greater than 2pi,
the orientation angle information becomes ambiguous. Fortunately, this magnitude
of error is not expected due to the method of convergence used. This is demonstrated
in Figure 3.3.
In Figure 3.3 the ray path is shown as a straight line from the SuperDARN
antenna array to the satellite location (in reality it is a curved path, but for this
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explanation this aspect is not of importance). The circle around the satellite rep-
resents the convergence distance. If a point on the ray trace falls anywhere in this
circle, the convergence criterion was satisfied and the program completed. The phase
a wave goes through is directly dependent on distance travelled. It can be seen that
the difference between the real phase path and the simulated phase path could be
quite large if the closest point on the ray path was near the front or back of the con-
vergence circle (points A or B in the diagram). Interestingly, this result will never
occur due to two characteristics of the ray trace process. First, near the satellite
altitude the distance between calculation points on the ray path was set to be very
small (<10 cm). Secondly, the ray path length was set to be much longer than
the path to the satellite (i.e., the program will always try to go past the satellite).
The former characteristic of the program assures that many very short path length
‘point’ calculations occur close to the satellite position, while the latter characteristic
assures that the path calculations occur both before and after the location of the
satellite. As a result of this the closest point to the satellite location on any given
ray path will be essentially along a line that goes through the satellite and point C
(see Figure 3.3). Even if the closest point is at C on the circle (which is the worst
case scenario), the phase error is going to be very small. As the ray path is on the
order of thousands of kilometers, the distance that is travelled by the simulated ray
path will be almost equal to the actual distance a ray would take to meet up with
the satellite.
To develop an idea of how accurate the ray tracing program is in determining
phase, several ray paths need to be calculated in close proximity to each other. Since
each ray path is traced independently the variation in phase difference between the
O- and X-modes from one convergence point to the next will indicate the accuracy
of the program in regards to calculating phase difference. The random variation of
phase difference from one latitudinal point to another should be quite small even
when large convergence distances are used given the reasoning from Figure 3.3 and
this is indeed the case as shown below.
An examination of the random phase variation due to the numerical nature of the
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Figure 3.4: Phase difference between O- and X-modes for convergence distances of
1 m, 5 m, 10 m, and 20 m.
calculations for various convergence distances was performed. The phase difference
between the modes was calculated for each ray trace and if it showed little random
variation over this distance (at worst, less than 2pi to remain unambiguous) then it
was known that the convergence distance in question was acceptable. This test was
carried out for convergence distances of 1 m, 5 m, 10 m, 20 m, 50 m, 100 m, 500 m,
and 1000 m. The phase differences between the two modes as a function of latitude
are shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5. From inspection of these figures it be seen that
for convergence distances up to 100 m the random variation in phase difference is
less than one radian. At 500 m the error between ray traces becomes quite large
(greater than 2pi). Therefore, a convergence distance of 10 m was sufficient to obtain
reliable simulation information.
The ray tracing program converges both the O- and X-modes to the satellite
location in space. To accomplish this, slightly different initial ray directions are used
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Figure 3.5: Phase difference between O- and X-modes for convergence distances of
50 m, 100 m, 500 m, and 1000 m.
for either mode. Figure 3.6 demonstrates this process. It should be noted that the
angle between the arriving O- and X-modes, shown as θ in the figure, is in fact
quite small for all ray tracing simulations considered here. The difference in arrival
direction of the two modes is typically of the order of less than ∼0.1◦ at 15 MHz
and ∼0.3◦ at 9.3 MHz. As such, the difference in the angle of arrival of the O- and
X-mode waves at the satellite is negligible and need not be considered.
3.2.3 Analysis of Polarization State
All that has been discussed so far is the path that the wave will take through the
ionosphere from the transmitter to the satellite, there is no information about the
properties of the received wave. When characterizing the signal received by the
RRI, there are a couple factors to consider. There will be polarized and unpolarized
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Figure 3.6: The two modes must travel different paths from the transmitter on
the ground to the satellite receiver. The angle between the O- and X-mode arrival
directions (θ) is excessively exaggerated in this figure. Typically, this angle is of the
order of ∼0.1◦ for a 15 MHz wave and thus is neglected.
portions of the signal. For this research only the polarized portion of the signal has
been studied, as the unpolarized portion is expected to be small. Also, the power
of the signal was not considered in this study. In future work both the unpolarized
portion and power of the signal should be examined.
To obtain this additional information an IDL program called ‘rayanalyze.pro’ (see
Appendix B) was written to determine the polarization state of the signal from a
calculated ray path. As was shown in Chapter 2, the polarization of an EM wave in
a magnetoionic medium is dependent on several different factors. The angle that the
wave vector makes with the magnetic field lines will determine if the propagation
may be characterized as QT, QL or somewhere in between. The electron density will
also affect the index of refraction and the separation between the modes. Another
parameter of importance is the initial polarization state of the wave at the trans-
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mitter. This section will give an overview of the calculation of the final polarization
state expected to be detected by the receiver on the satellite.
The first step was to define the initial state of the wave at the transmitter. Both
the SuperDARN array to be used with the RRI on ePOP and the Northridge trans-
mitter used for the ISIS II transionospheric experiments produce waves of roughly the
same polarization state at the ground. In both cases the starting polarization state
was a linear wave that was oriented in the east-west direction parallel to the earth.
In the coordinate system outlined in Chapter 2, this would result in a polarization
state with an electric field of the form
Eo = Eoŷ. (3.12)
The external B-field is oriented in the xz plane and, as such, is therefore perpendic-
ular to the starting polarization state. This geometry is demonstrated in Figure 3.7.
When a wave is launched into the ionosphere, the polarization state will be af-
fected according to Equation 2.25. The first point along the ray path in the ray
path simulation sees the horizontally linear wave split into the two different modes
(O- and X-modes). The only polarization states that are allowed to propagate in a
magnetoionic medium are given by the equation for ρ, Equation 2.25. Therefore at
this first step the program splits the wave into two (orthogonal) ellipses with dif-
ferent senses of rotation about the magnetic field. These two ellipses represent the
O and X propagation modes. The program then calculates the relative strengths of
these modes based on the initial polarization state at the beginning of each step.
Equation 2.25 guarantees that the two propagation ellipses it describes are always
orthogonal to one another. Much the same way a vector can be resolved into or-
thogonal x and y components, a given polarization state can be resolved into two
orthogonal ellipses. However, these two polarization ellipses have different indices of
refraction as given by Equation 2.26 and will therefore travel along typically similar,
but slightly different paths, to reach the satellite location. Note that for low enough
frequencies, low elevation angles, and/or high electron densities the modes can have
significantly different paths. In the modelling program, each mode was followed
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Figure 3.7: Geometry of initial polarization state with respect to the external mag-
netic field lines shows that the electric field polarization is initially perpendicular to
the magnetic field lines.
and analyzed separately and at the point where they intersect at the satellite, the
polarization states of the modes were added together.
At the second point along a ray path the mode that was being followed will
encounter slightly different conditions than at the previous point. As a result of
this the polarization ratio of Equation 2.25 will change slightly and the ellipse that
entered this region will need to be modified (i.e., it is split into the two orthogonal
polarization states that are able to propagate in this step) in order to propagate in
these conditions. The same step was performed as when the original polarization
state was decomposed into its two orthogonal (or mode) components, except now
one of the ellipses has a very small relative magnitude because the conditions were
nearly the same as the previous step. In other words, the conditions of propagation
have changed little so the required shape of the ellipses changes little also. The
small ellipse was not the mode of interest and was discarded while the larger ellipse
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Step 1: 2 modes
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Figure 3.8: The polarization ellipse shapes at each step in the ray tracing program.
Horizontal linear polarization splits into two elliptical polarization states. At each
point two more ellipses are found with one being insignificant and discarded.
of interest was carried on to the next step. At each subsequent step, this process
repeats itself for each mode until the location of the satellite was reached. A diagram
to better understand this process is shown in Figure 3.8.
Once the final polarization of both modes is found at the satellite location, the
accumulated phase difference between the modes is calculated. The phase difference
is calculated by summing over each step along the ray path using
φdif =
ω
c
(
i∑
(noiloi)−
j∑
(nxjlxj)), (3.13)
where noi and nxj are the indices of refraction for the O- and X-modes at a given
step (i or j) along the ray trace, loi and lxj are the path lengths between steps on the
ray path, ω is the angular radar frequency, and c is the speed of light in a vacuum.
Other parameters were calculated such as time delay (td) and the difference in path
length (d) between the modes. These are calculated as follows:
td =
1
c
(
i∑ loi
noi
−
j∑ lxj
nxj
), (3.14)
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and
d = (
i∑
loi −
j∑
lxj). (3.15)
By using the accumulated phase difference and the shapes and sizes of the two
polarization ellipses, the final polarization state of the wave at the satellite location
was calculated. The accumulated phase difference was added to the O-mode and
then the two mode ellipses were decomposed into x and y components separately.
These components were then added together by complex arithmetic and the final
polarization state of the wave was found.
3.3 International Reference Ionosphere Profiles
3.3.1 IRI Background
One of the most important components for performing the numerical ray tracings
was the inclusion of an electron density (Ne) profile. The Ne profile that a radio
wave propagates through is the primary modifier of the ray path. To develop re-
alistic Ne profiles for the ionosphere a dependable modelling program was needed.
The standard for ionospheric parameter specifications is the International Reference
Ionosphere (IRI) model. The COmmittee On SPAce Research (COSPAR) recom-
mends the IRI model for use in ionospheric modelling [Bilitza, 2001]. A joint working
group of COSPAR and the International Union of Radio Science (URSI) developed
and continually improves the IRI model.
The IRI model delivers several parameters such as electron and ion densities, tem-
peratures, and drift velocities. The main interest in radio wave propagation studies
using ray tracing is, of course, the electron density. The best method of determining
these quantities is from experimental data. Using various ground ionosondes and
satellite topside sounders that have been active for several years a large data base
of information has been collected. Whenever possible this data is used for the IRI
model, however gaps in data do exist and are filled based on theoretical considera-
tions as best as possible.
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As was mentioned in Chapter 1, the main driver of ionospheric densities is the
Sun. The EUV wavelength part of the solar spectrum contributes to ionospheric
formation. However, the EUV index cannot be observed for prolonged periods of
time or on a global scale because it is absorbed by the atmosphere. As a result the
two indices that are used in the model are the global ionospheric index (IG12) and the
12-month running mean of sunspot number observed from the Zurich observatory
(RZ12). This is a measure of the number of sunspots visible from this observatory.
The sunspot number is strongly correlated to the ionospheric density provided the
number is not too high. If RZ12 becomes larger than about 150, it has been seen
that the ionospheric density becomes saturated and does not rise accordingly. This
is the reason that the IG12 index is brought in. IG12 is an index based on various
ionosonde stations around the globe. The IG12 index is used to model the F-peak
density and the RZ12 index is used for the F-peak altitude and topside profile. Since
the two indices that the modelling is based on are monthly averages, daily and hourly
measures of Ne can be quite different than the model predicts.
3.3.2 IRI Use
The IRI program is very user friendly. The program can either be downloaded for use
or users can query for results directly from the IRI website (http://modelweb.gsfc.
nasa.gov/models/iri.html). Whichever method is being used, there are several
items that are required to obtain an electron density profile. The year, day and time
(either UT or LT) must be supplied. As well, the location on earth of the Ne profile
in either geographic or geomagnetic coordinates is required. The final required input
is the initial and final heights along with the height step size. There are several
optional items that can be entered such as sunspot number, ionospheric index, F-
region peak density, or F-region peak altitude. The F-peak density and altitude are
useful to enter if there is something like an ionosonde operating at the location of
interest. If the F-peak density is known the program will scale the calculated Ne
profile based on the peak value that is supplied. The altitude range of the IRI profile
used for the ray path simulations is from 60 km to 2000 km. This range is sufficient
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for the satellites of interest in this thesis.
The IRI output is a collection of variables given as a function of altitude. For
profiles used in this thesis the altitude step size was 1 km with an altitude range
as stated immediately above. The parameters that are supplied by the IRI model
at each altitude are electron density, neutral temperature, ion temperature, electron
temperature, and ion percentages of O+, N+, H+, He+, O+2 , and NO
+. Only the Ne
profiles were of interest in the current thesis. As the output of the IRI model is a one
dimensional Ne profile, 2-D profiles were created by combining several 1-D profiles.
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Chapter 4
ISIS II Analysis
The major goal of this thesis was to model the signal that will be received by
the RRI instrument on the ePOP satellite from ground transmitter stations. The
validation of the model was greatly assisted by comparing it with the data set from
the ISIS II satellite. In 1978 the ISIS II satellite had a transionospheric experiment
with a number of similarities to the proposed RRI experiment on ePOP. There are
a number of benefits to analyzing the ISIS II data and comparing it with the ray
tracing model presented in the previous chapter. The first is for validation of the
ray tracing model using actual data. A good understanding of the capabilities of the
model will be of significant assistance in interpreting the data collected by the RRI
on ePOP. Furthermore, it allows for the testing of the ability of the model to predict
the wave polarization state received at the satellite. ISIS II only had a single dipole
antenna; however, the RRI on ePOP consists of a pair of crossed dipoles with the
ability to receive full polarization information.
In this chapter, the ISIS II mission is presented, and the data from this transiono-
spheric propagation experiment is analyzed. The ray path simulations, which model
the received signal at ISIS II using the developed software discussed in Chapter 3,
are then discussed. Finally, these simulations are compared to observed data.
4.1 ISIS II Mission
The ISIS II satellite was one of the pioneers in studying the ionosphere of the Earth.
ISIS II was launched in 1971 and operated in some capacity until 1990. The satellite
was placed in a nearly circular orbit at ∼1400 km altitude [James, 2005a]. The
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inclination of the orbit was 89◦, meaning that it orbited in a plane set 89◦ from the
equator. The satellite itself was spun at ∼3 rpm to maintain stability, resulting in
one spin every 20 s.
One of the main instruments on the ISIS II satellite consisted of a radio trans-
mitter/receiver connected to an 18 m tip-to-tip dipole antenna. This antenna was
used to transmit and receive HF radio signals. The main goal for this antenna
was to perform Ne measurements of the topside portion of the ionosphere. In this
mode the satellite created hundreds of topside profiles (ionograms) per orbit. A sec-
ondary objective of the antenna was to operate in a passive receiving mode. In this
transionospheric mode the antenna would receive signals from a dedicated ground
transmitter, of which there were several located over the globe. Interlaced with the
receiving portion of a transionospheric pass were several topside scans. The tran-
sionospheric data that was studied here is from the Northridge transmitter that was
located in Ottawa, Canada. The data were recorded from June and July of 1978.
The Northridge transmitter sent out a radio wave at 9.303 MHz and had a power
output of 1 kW [James, 2005a]. The transmitter consisted of two perpendicular
dipoles fed in phase and oriented northwest-southeast and northeast-southwest. This
created a polarization state that was linear, horizontal to the earth, and roughly
perpendicular to the geomagnetic field lines. The transmitter operated as a pulsed
radar system, modulated with a square wave pulse at a pulse repetition frequency
of 180 Hz and a 50 percent duty cycle. This meant the transmitter was sending
a constant pulse for ∼2.8 ms and then it turned off for the same period of time.
The transmitter operated in this mode for about 25 s at a time, then it completely
turned off and the satellite began a topside sounding for about 20 s, after which the
transmitter would turn on for ∼25 s and so on. In this configuration, the topside
sounding mode supplied Ne measurements which were used to constrain the ray
tracing model. The next section will discuss in detail how the signal was recorded
and some of the interesting features that were observed in the signal.
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Fixed Frequency Mode Swept Frequency Mode
Year
Satellite Number
Frequency Code
Station Code
Date
Time
Figure 4.1: Example of ISIS II film data. “White” on the film represents no signal
while the darker the markings the stronger the received signal. The fixed frequency
or transionospheric portion of the data is observed as the three or four horizontal
bars on the left of the frame. The swept frequency or topside scan is presented on
the right. Data is from the pass on June 27, 1978 at ∼2:02 UT.
4.2 Transionospheric Data From ISIS II
4.2.1 Film Data Explanation
The radio signal that was received by the ISIS II satellite was sent down with the
satellite telemetry to a ground receiving station. At this station, the signal was
recorded onto 35 mm film. The film data is physically available for study at the
Communications Research Centre (CRC) in Ottawa and other locations. Due to
the physical limitations of studying rolls of film data, the information is in the pro-
cess of being digitized and placed online for study (http://cdaweb.gsfc.nasa.gov
/cdaweb/pre istp/). All the data presented and analyzed in this thesis were from
the digitized data set.
An example of film data is shown in Figure 4.1. When examining the data one
observes two sets of signals interlaced together. The fixed frequency portion of the
data appears as three horizontal dark bars or bands of signal. In reality, there
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were four bars of signal recorded in a vertical stripe, however in most cases the
film has been cut so that only three and a portion of a fourth bar are observable.
The bars represent the received signal from the 180 Hz square pulses transmitted
from Ottawa. The signal was recorded from top to bottom and left to right. The
time for recording one vertical strip was set so that the instances of pulse arrivals
would line up horizontally and create straight bars. In this way, structure in the
signal that occurs on the order of seconds can be read across the horizontal, and
structure on the order of milliseconds, or on the order of the individual pulse length,
can be observed in the vertical direction. Figure 4.2 demonstrates how the film was
analyzed. If signal amplitude is plotted as a function of time down a vertical slice
(cross section), the individual pulses are observed. If, however, signal amplitude is
plotted as a function of time from a horizontal slice (left to right), one observes a
continuous section of received signal.
Returning to Figure 4.1, the white dots at the bottom of the film correspond to
one second intervals. To the right of the fixed frequency portion of the film is the
swept frequency mode. This is represented by lines of signal coming down from the
top and proceeding to the right. The topside sounding portion of the film is useful in
determining the Ne profile in the ionosphere from the altitude of ISIS II down to the
F-region peak (foF2). How this is accomplished will be discussed in Section 4.3.1.
4.2.2 Signal Features
When the transionospheric or fixed frequency portion of the data was studied, several
features were noted. For the most part, the signal that was received from the trans-
mitter over Ottawa behaved as one would expect. There was weak and somewhat
noisy signal near the edges of the pass, where the satellite had almost passed over
the horizon (descending node) or was just coming up from the horizon (ascending
node). When ISIS II was nearly overhead of Ottawa strong signal was observed. The
strong signal was evident as simply four dark horizontal bars representing the square
wave pulses. For most of the passes this was the behaviour of the signal in general,
but in some cases interesting features appeared in the signal structure.
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Figure 4.2: A small section of the transionospheric propagation portion of the film.
Features in the individual pulses, with a time scale on the order of ms, are observed
from a vertical cross section of the film data. Features on the order of seconds are
observed from a horizontal cross section. Data shown was recorded on July 3, 1978
at 13:59 UT.
The first feature noticed upon examining a few passes was that for large periods of
time, the signal appeared slowly and periodically to fade in and out. This fading rate
was ∼0.1 Hz and was observed for the portion of a pass where the satellite was north
of the transmitter. An example of this type of signal is presented in Figure 4.3. The
reason for this type of fading was the spacecraft stability rotation. As mentioned,
the ISIS II spacecraft was spun at approximately 0.05 Hz (3 rpm). In the northern
portion of the pass, the spacecraft was spinning in such a way that it rotated the
dipole so at a certain time the dipole was almost parallel with the line of sight to the
transmitter and, as such, little or no signal was received (i.e., the Tx on the ground
was looking at the end of the Rx antenna on the satellite). A short time later after
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Figure 4.3: Periodic fading of the received signal was observed at a rate of about
0.1 Hz. The fading was caused by the spacecraft stability rotation. Data is for the
pass on July 3, 1978. Time in UT is shown on the x-axis.
half a rotation (10 s), the dipole would be perpendicular to the line of sight to the
transmitter and a strong signal would be recorded (i.e., the Tx on the ground was
looking at the whole length of the Rx antenna on the satellite). There was no slow
fading observed to the south of the transmitter as the spacecraft orientation changed
such that the dipole antenna on the satellite was always aligned perpendicular to the
line of sight of the transmitter despite the stability rotation. The orientation of the
antenna on the spacecraft with respect to the transmitter on the ground is further
clarified in Figure 4.4.
In the region to the south of the transmitter, a different type of periodic fading
was observed. In some of the passes there were instances of periodic fading at a
much faster rate than the stability rotation fading. An example of this appears in
Figure 4.5. This periodic fading is attributed to Faraday rotation of the wave as it
propagates through the ionosphere. The wave started out as linearly polarized and
oriented east-west at the transmitter, but as it travelled up through the ionosphere
its orientation relative to the magnetic field of the Earth, which remains roughly the
same, changes due to Faraday rotation. The observation of this effect is expressed by
the orientation angle, ψ, which was discussed in Chapter 2. When a wave reached the
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P1 P2
View looking from Tx
P1 P2
View looking from Tx
P1 P2
View looking from east
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View looking from east
Up
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Satellite to south
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Satellite to south
Figure 4.4: Various orientations of the dipole axis (solid line) with respect to the
transmitted wave direction (dashed line). P1 and P2 correspond to two satellite
antenna orientations separated by 10 seconds. The dots represent the view of the
end of the dipole. The top left panel indicates the extreme orientations (idealized)
of the dipole that is encountered by the wave when the satellite is in the north —
either the end of the dipole or the full dipole depending on the satellite orientation
at the time. The bottom left panel indicates the extreme orientations of the dipole
as viewed from the transmitter when the satellite is in the south — a full dipole
at all times. The right panels show the orientations from the point of view of an
observer situated east of the transmitter-satellite pair.
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Figure 4.5: Periodic fading of the received signal is observed at a rate of ∼4 Hz. This
fading is caused by Faraday rotation of the linear propagating wave as it is received
by ISIS II. Data is for the afternoon pass on July 3, 1978. Time in UT is shown on
the x-axis.
satellite it typically had completely rotated several times and its orientation angle
could be anywhere between 0◦ and 180◦. If the orientation angle was such that it was
nearly parallel to the spacecraft dipole, a strong signal was recorded. As the satellite
moved in the sky, the Faraday rotation a received wave underwent was dependent
on its path to the satellite, which was in turn dependent upon the position of the
satellite. As a result, the orientation angle received at ISIS II changed as the satellite
travelled. When it changed by 90◦ compared to the parallel alignment case, it was
perpendicular to the dipole axis and little or no signal was received. As the satellite
progressed further, the polarization state Faraday rotated more and eventually it was
aligned with the dipole again and a strong signal was again recorded. This resulted
in a periodic fading of the recorded signal. This type of signal fading has also been
studied during rocket flights through the ionosphere [James and Calvert, 1998].
Another signal characteristic which was often observed in a significant number of
the passes was differential mode delay. When an HF wave propagates through the
ionosphere it splits into the O- and X-modes (see Chapter 2), which have different
indices of refraction. This means that the time it takes for one mode to reach the
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satellite will be different than the time for the other mode. This results in an often
noticeable separation in time between the recording of the O-mode portion of a
pulse and the recording of the X-mode portion. This is called differential mode
delay [James, 2005]. An example of differential mode delay can also be observed
in the data presented in Figure 4.5. Above and below the portion of signal that
was attributed to Faraday fading, two narrow bars of signal may be observed which
do not periodically fade. The signal on the top of each bar represents the O-mode
only signal and it arrives at the satellite first. Next comes the portion of signal
where both modes are observed together. It is known that this is a combination of
both modes because there is very evident Faraday fading occurring. The final part
of the signal, at the bottom of a band, is the portion of the signal where only the
X-mode signal is being received at the satellite as the O-mode portion of the pulse
has completed. Faraday fading and mode delay are further discussed in Figures 4.6
and 4.7. In Figure 4.6 a typical vertical slice of a bar presented in Figure 4.2 has
been plotted. Notice that at the beginning and end of each pulse the signal is at a
much lower amplitude, representing the signal as received from the individual modes
only due to mode delay. Figure 4.7 shows a horizontal slice of a bar to demonstrate
the periodic fading of the signal from Faraday rotation.
A further type of fading was observed but not considered in this thesis. This is
the fading of a single mode. The cause of this fading is due to interference effects of
either only O-mode waves or only X-mode waves following two or more distinct paths
to reach the satellite. The result is an interference pattern produced in the single
mode portions of the data. A single mode arriving at the satellite from two paths will
only occur in the case of Ne enhancements or depletions acting like a lens to focus
the rays. Considerations of Ne enhancements or depletions of this type were not
done in this thesis work. This fading is discussed in detail by James, [2003]; James,
[2005a]; and James et al., [2005b]. The self-fading of the modes can be observed in
Figures 4.2 and 4.5.
From the study of several satellite passes it was noted that the various signal
characteristics only occurred during specific portions of a pass. As was mentioned,
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Figure 4.6: In the individual signal pulses, delay between the arrival of the modes
at the satellite is observed. Data is from the pass on July 3, 1978.
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Figure 4.7: When several seconds of film data is examined, periodic Faraday fading
of the signal is observed. Data is from the pass on July 3, 1978.
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the slower fading due to spacecraft stability rotation only occurred north of the
transmitter simply due to orbital mechanics. The differential mode delay and the
periodic Faraday fading were both found predominantly to the south of the trans-
mitter. Sometimes they occurred directly overhead, but never to the north of the
transmitter in this data set. The probable reasons for this are that the difference in
indices of refraction for the two modes becomes larger both when the electron density
is higher, as it is to the south due to stronger photoionization, and when the geom-
etry of the propagating waves is best described by QL propagation. Both of these
factors occur for propagation to the south of the transmitter. Recall from Chap-
ter 2 that quasi-longitudinal (QL) propagation describes a wave which is travelling
roughly parallel or anti-parallel to the external B-field lines, while quasi-transverse
(QT) propagation describes a wave propagating roughly perpendicular to the ex-
ternal B-field lines. The reason for the wave being more QL to the south is shown
in Figure 4.8. Also, as was explained in Chapter 2, Faraday rotation only occurs
when the wave is propagating in the QL direction. In the north, the propagation
was more QT and Faraday rotation did not occur. When there is QT propagation
the polarization state of the propagating wave does not Faraday rotate due to the
phase difference accumulation between the modes. Instead of Faraday rotation the
phase difference between the modes leads to a polarization ellipse which oscillates
between circular and linear states. This was not detected by the dipole antenna on
ISIS II, but it is expected that the ePOP RRI will be able to observe this polarization
change.
4.2.3 Quantifying Periodic Fading and Differential Mode De-
lay
Over the years the ISIS II spacecraft was operational it generated a great deal of
data. Only a very small fraction of the data has been analyzed in this thesis. There
were several requirements that needed to be met in order to study a particular pass
in detail. The first requirement was that accurate orbital data of the spacecraft
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Figure 4.8: For a wave propagating to the south of the transmitter it was propagating
in the QL regime. This causes Faraday rotation of the wave and resulted in periodic
fading and mode delay to be observed in this region. When the satellite was to the
north of the transmitter, the wave propagated in the QT regime and neither periodic
Faraday fading or mode delay was observed.
needed to be available for a pass. The second was that the received signal for the
pass needed to have been digitized. Finally, only passes that had signal received
during a significant portion of the pass were studied. There were many passes that
meet the first two criteria, however many had little or no signal recorded. The most
prominent reason for this was likely that the overall electron density of the ionosphere
was too high for propagation of a 9.3 MHz wave into the upper ionosphere where the
satellite orbited. Most waves were reflected back towards Earth at lower altitudes.
After eliminating passes using these criteria, the result was a detailed examination
of eighteen passes from the summer months of 1978.
In analyzing the film data, the first step was to determine instances of mea-
surable mode delay. Plots of signal amplitude, as in Figure 4.6, were examined at
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several points along a single pass and instances where mode delay was observed were
recorded. The magnitude of the mode delay was determined directly from the ampli-
tude plot and the location of the satellite was recorded. There was measurable mode
delay in fifteen of the eighteen passes. For the most part this delay was observed
to the south of the transmitter and it ranged in magnitude from 0.1 ms to 0.8 ms.
The general pattern was that the delay increased with increasing distance from the
ground transmitter, which is expected because the O- and the X-modes will take
longer paths to the satellite and aquire more time delay between each other.
The periodic Faraday fading was slightly more difficult to calculate than mode
delay. Fourier analysis was performed on sections of the signal where Faraday fading
was observed in order to determine the dominant frequencies. Of the eighteen studied
passes, eight contained measurable Faraday fading. The magnitude of the fading was
observed to vary from ∼0.5 Hz to ∼13 Hz. As with the mode delay, in general, the
magnitude of the Faraday fading frequency increased with increasing distance from
the transmitter. The increase of fade rate to the south is also reported by James et
al., [2005b]. It should be noted that the Fourier analysis method also measured the
slower fading that was due to the satellite rotation to the north of the transmitter.
It was observed that this frequency was indeed at ∼0.1 Hz in all cases, further
supporting the conclusion that it was the satellite rotation that causes this periodic
fading.
4.3 Ray Tracing for ISIS II
All of the suitable ISIS II passes over the Ottawa transmitter have been analyzed
for periodic fading due to Faraday rotation and for differential mode delay. The
magnitudes of these two quantities have been calculated throughout each pass. The
next step was to test the ray tracing software to examine whether it could repro-
duce the results observed during the actual ISIS II mission. Fortunately, the ISIS II
spacecraft performed several topside soundings every orbit along with the transiono-
spheric observations, so an estimation of the electron density in the ionosphere at
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the time can be obtained. The topside soundings occurred roughly once every 2.5◦
in latitude. Using the convergence method discussed in Chapter 3, ray paths were
calculated for several points along the orbit of the satellite at the latitudes where
signal was recorded. Next, the simulated periodic fade rates and mode delays were
calculated by integrating over the various ray paths to the satellite. Finally, the fade
rates and mode delay times calculated from the ray tracing model were compared to
the actual data.
4.3.1 Developing Ne profiles from Topside Soundings
It was found that the most important factor in determining the behaviour of a radio
wave in the ionosphere was having a realistic electron density profile. The electron
density peak in the F-region of the ionosphere can vary by more than one order of
magnitude at different times and locations. Vastly different propagation characteris-
tics will result from such different Ne profiles. As a result, the characteristics of the
signal received by a satellite from a wave which propagates through the ionosphere
is dependent mostly on the Ne profile. When performing ray trace calculations to
model the expected signal, it was found that an accurate representation of at least
the foF2 peak density was needed. In the case of the ISIS II observations, the simu-
lations of the received signal were greatly assisted by using Ne information from the
topside sounding mode which was interlaced with the transionospheric mode.
An example of an ISIS II ionogram is presented in Figure 4.9. Using the compli-
cated inversion technique, the electron density in the ionosphere from the location
of the F-peak to the satellite altitude can be calculated for that specific time and
location (i.e., the topside ionosphere Ne profile can be calculated). The calculation
of the entire topside profile from a topside ionogram is rather involved and, of course,
does not give any information on the bottomside profile. It was discovered that the
most important aspect of an Ne profile, with regard to the simulations, was a real-
istic F-region peak density (foF2), only the foF2 peak value was calculated from
the topside measurements. This peak density was used to scale IRI modelled pro-
files. IRI model profiles are useful because they can be generated for any ionospheric
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Figure 4.9: An example of a topside ionogram. The foF2 density is determined from
the O-mode cut-off frequency. A more detailed analysis can reveal the entire topside
electron density profile. The ionogram was recorded during the pass on June 28,
1978 at 14:37 UT.
situation. Since the ionosphere was quiet and well behaved for the passes under
consideration (see Section 4.4 and Table 4.1), it was expected that using a general
IRI profile scaled to specific F-peak densities was sufficient. This turned out to be
the case. Another reason to use IRI profiles is that, for ePOP ray path modelling,
the only available Ne profiles at this time are models such as IRI.
The calculation of the density at the F-peak is fairly straightforward. When a
radio wave is propagating in a medium with increasing electron density the index of
refraction decreases as was demonstrated in Figure 2.3. The result is that the wave
will slow down as it propagates. When the plasma frequency, given by Equation 2.16,
becomes larger than the wave frequency, the index of refraction for the O-mode
becomes purely imaginary. At this point the O-mode is reflected and propagates back
towards the transmitter. In a sounder, when the frequency becomes high enough, the
O-mode will penetrate through the F-peak and no return signal will be obtained.
If one takes the last frequency that was reflected, one can calculate the electron
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density of the foF2 peak. By setting the plasma frequency (Equation 2.16) equal to
the radar frequency and solving for Ne, the equation to determine the peak electron
density in the ionosphere is,
Ne =
4pi2me²of
2
e2
. (4.1)
Substituting the values for the constants this reduces to,
Ne = 0.0124f
2. (4.2)
This equation will give the value for Ne at the F-peak given the maximum re-
flected frequency f . In the example given in Figure 4.9, the O-mode cutoff fre-
quency is ∼8.2 MHz. Using Equation 4.2, the F-peak electron density is therefore
∼8.3x1011 m−3.
Once the F-peak density was determined only one piece of information about the
Ne profile was known. The next step was to use IRI modelling to estimate Ne for
all other altitudes. In order to obtain the full electron density for a given latitudinal
location the IRI model was used with an F-peak scale density given by the topside
sounder. The IRI profile that was chosen to be scaled was for an average day (quiet)
in July, 1978, at the location of Ottawa and for the approximate local time of the
satellite pass. The result was a profile that lists Ne as a function of altitude starting
at 60 km up to 1460 km with the electron density value every 1 km. This process
was done for each topside sounding that was available on each pass. These profiles
were then combined for each pass to give a 2-D Ne profile in latitudinal range from
the transmitter and altitude.
4.3.2 ISIS II Ray Tracing Methodology
The previous ray tracing discussions have all dealt with the calculating of ray paths to
a single point in space. The next step required was to perform ray trace calculations
to several points along a satellite track and to calculate the polarization state of
the wave at each point. For the studied passes of the ISIS II satellite the position
in latitude, longitude, and altitude of the spacecraft was listed once every second.
Using this knowledge, a representative satellite pass was entered into the ray tracing
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program. Since the satellite was in a nearly perfectly polar and circular orbit, the
only variable that changes throughout a pass was latitude. A series of ray paths were
calculated along a pass of the satellite every 0.1◦ in latitude.
Using the method described in Chapter 3, the polarization state was calculated
at every point along the pass. The change of phase difference between the modes
at two subsequent points along the satellite path was calculated and a value for the
change in orientation angle from one point to the next was obtained. This change in
orientation angle was divided by the time it takes the satellite to travel the distance
between the two points and the result was the fade rate per second in radians. This
value was then divided by 2pi to obtain the fade rate in Hz. Therefore, the formula
for calculating fade rate (FR) from the two calculated phase differences (φox1, φox2)
is given as,
FR = |vs(φox1 − φox2)
2pid
| (4.3)
where, d is the distance the satellite travelled from point 1 to 2, and vs is the velocity
of the satellite calculated by,
vs =
√
GMe
(hs +Re)
. (4.4)
G is the gravitational constant, ME is the mass of the Earth, hs is the altitude of
the satellite, and RE is the radius of the Earth. This fade rate was calculated for
every point along the path. Also calculated using Equation 3.14 was the differential
mode delay at each point.
4.4 Comparison of Ray Traces to Actual Data
All the passes that have been simulated using the ray tracing program were compared
to the observed data. The passes that were studied took place on days with relatively
low solar activity. Table 4.1 lists the passes and the corresponding Kp index at the
time of the pass. Kp is a measure of the geomagnetic disturbance due to solar activity
on a scale of zero to nine. On the Kp scale, zero represents very quiet conditions and
nine represents very disturbed conditions. It was noted that all the studied passes
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Date of Pass Time (UT) Kp index
178 (June 27) 13:50 3.0
182 (July 1) 14:25 2.3
184 (July 3) 02:00 1.0
184 (July 3) 13:50 1.7
185 (July 4) 02:40 3.7
189 (July 8) 01:25 2.7
189 (July 8) 13:15 3.3
190 (July 9) 02:00 3.0
190 (July 9) 13:50 2.0
192 (July 11) 01:25 2.0
193 (July 12) 02:00 0.3
Table 4.1: Solar Activity during each ISIS II pass.
occurred for times when Kp was less than four.
For all passes of the satellite over the Ottawa transmitter the observed fade rate
and mode delay show the same trends with the values from the simulations. For
example, Figures 4.10 and 4.11 are typical results comparing observed to simulated
fade rates and Figures 4.12 and 4.13 are comparisons of observed to simulated mode
delay, all as a function of latitude. These examples show rather similar trends be-
tween the ray path simulations and the actual observed satellite data.
It should be noted that the results that were obtained from the ray path simula-
tions were surprisingly good, especially when one considers possibilities for errors to
occur. The intermittent topside sounder only produced one Ne profile every 350 km.
The ionosphere can vary by a fairly substantial amount over this distance, so it was
fortunate that the Ne profiles were realistic enough to allow the ray path simula-
tions to reproduce the experiment results as accurately as they did. As well, the
film that the topside soundings were recorded on was not always clear. There were
several ionogram scans in which the O-mode cut off frequency was either too weak
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Figure 4.10: Example comparison of simulated and observed periodic fade rates for
a single ISIS II pass over Ottawa.
or there was too much noise recorded on the film to determine the O-mode cut off
to a suitable accuracy. Finally, the use of only the foF2 peak and not the entire
topside profile in the simulations was believed to create a substantial possibility of
error. The fact that the simulations followed the observed data quite closely despite
the uncertainties mentioned indicates a few important points. The passes all took
place on relatively quiet days, and this was perhaps a reason that the intermittency
of the ionograms did not cause more error. This also indicates that on quiet days
the IRI modeller is sufficient to develop accurate enough profiles given just the foF2
peak as a scaling value.
The examples of Faraday fading comparisons have many more data points than
the mode delay examples. This is because the data point locations for mode delay
were picked quite subjectively by choosing instances where there was clear and de-
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Periodic Fade Rate (July 8, ~13:10 UT)
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Figure 4.11: Example comparison of simulated and observed periodic fade rates for
a single ISIS II pass over Ottawa.
fined mode delay that could be measured. The data points for periodic fading were
found by performing a Fourier analysis on the transionospheric sections of the data
in a methodological manner so that more data points were revealed. The signal that
will be analyzed from the ePOP mission will have full polarization information, no
interruptions for topside scanning, and will be much clearer and stronger. As such,
it is expected that both fading and mode delay values will be available almost con-
tinuously throughout a pass. Nonetheless, the intermittent data points are sufficient
for comparing ray path simulations to actual observed data.
The simulated data are strongly indicative of characteristic trends observable in
the data sets. It is remarkable how well the two data sets show the same trends.
Some general limitations between the agreement of the trends were discussed above.
Now some specific limitations of this analysis will be discussed. One limitation of
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Mode Delay Time (July 3, ~02:00 UT)
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Figure 4.12: Example comparison of simulated and observed mode delay times for a
single ISIS II pass over Ottawa.
the accuracy of the simulation was the determination of realistic Ne profiles from the
intermittent topside soundings on ISIS II (foF2) and the model IRI profiles. The
sounder only recorded a topside profile about once every 50 s and this amounts to
approximately one profile every 2.5◦ in latitude. This spacing results in the possibility
of small scale structures existing in the ionosphere at the time of the pass but not
being properly simulated. An example of this can be observed in the pass that
occurs during the afternoon of July 9. A portion of the received signal is shown in
Figure 4.14. The fade rate observed at 35.6◦ latitude was 4.5 Hz while the fade rate
observed at 35.2◦ was 6.6 Hz. A difference in fade rates of 2.1 Hz was observed over
a latitudinal range of only 0.4◦, while an electron density profile was only generated
every 2.5◦ in latitude. This is very likely one reason for the discrepancy between the
observed and simulated fade rates at this location as illustrated in Figure 4.15.
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Mode Delay Time (July 8, ~13:10 UT)
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Figure 4.13: Example comparison of simulated and observed mode delay times for a
single ISIS II pass over Ottawa.
Another problem in obtaining realistic Ne profiles is due to data quality in some
of the topside ionograms themselves. In some cases the signal received from the O-
mode near the cutoff frequency was very weak making it difficult to determine. As
an example, consider Figure 4.16 which shows an ionogram from the pass on July 8.
The difficulty in determining the O-mode cut off in Figure 4.16 can be demonstrated
by comparing this ionogram to the relatively clear O-mode cut off observable in the
ionogram in Figure 4.9. The ionogram in Figure 4.16 can be interpreted such that
the plasma frequency in the F-region may be anywhere from 5.2 MHz to 5.8 MHz.
This leads to a range of Ne peaks from 3.4x10
11 m−3 to 4.2x1011 m−3. This ambi-
guity in the Ne peak value may account for the small discrepancies observed in the
comparisons of fade rate and mode delay in Figures 4.11 and 4.13. Clearly, available
and accurate foF2 values are critical in producing accurate ray tracing simulations.
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Figure 4.14: Example of rapidly changing fade rates observed in the signal on July
9. The fade rate at 35.6◦ is 4.5 Hz while the fade rate at 35.2◦ is 6.6 Hz.
Periodic Fade Rate (July 9, ~13:50 UT)
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Figure 4.15: Observed and simulated fade rates for the July 9 pass. Rapid change in
fade rates around 35◦ latitude were observed which the ray trace failed to simulate.
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Figure 4.16: Topside ionogram example from the July 8 pass. The plasma frequency
in the F-peak is not clearly defined and can be estimated to range from 5.2 MHz to
5.8 MHz. The ionogram was recorded at 42◦ latitude.
4.4.1 Linear Regression Analysis
Despite some difficulties in obtaining completely realistic Ne profiles for some of
the passes, the comparisons of observed data to simulated values indicate remark-
ably similar trends. A linear regression analysis of observed data to simulated data
demonstrates this. Since each pass only has a few data points, values for all the
passes were compared together to provide more meaningful statistics. Figure 4.17
shows the comparison of all data points for observed fade rates on each simulated
pass plotted against the corresponding simulated fade rates at the same latitude.
The linear regression analysis indicates that the points lie along a line with a slope
of 1.07 and a regression value of 0.934. The number of points compared in this anal-
ysis was 213. Likewise, all the observed and simulated data points for mode delay
were compared. The mode delay comparison is presented in Figure 4.18. Here the
statistics consists of 63 points and regression analysis gives a slope of 1.14 and a
regression value of 0.930. The ideal slope and regression values for this analysis are
1.0 so the simulated and observed values for both periodic fade rate and differential
mode delay agree.
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Comparison of Fade Rates for Simulated and Observed Data
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Figure 4.17: Linear regression comparison of all fade rate values. The solid line is
the best fit line and the dashed line is the ideal fit line.
4.5 ISIS II Analysis Summary
The satellite ISIS II provided a good set of data to study in preparation for the
transionospheric propagation experiment with ePOP. Several passes of the satellite
over Ottawa, Canada resulted in HF signal that propagated from a ground transmit-
ter through the ionosphere to be recorded by the dipole antenna on the spacecraft.
The signal observed in these passes has been analyzed and several signal features
were apparent. A time delay between the arrival of the O-mode and X-mode at the
satellite exists due to separation of the two modes when they propagate through
the ionosphere. Periodic fading of the signal was observed for significant portions of
many of the passes. This fading was caused both by the satellite stability rotation,
which caused the receiving dipole to significantly change its orientation with respect
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Comparison of Delay Times for Simulated and Observed Data
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Figure 4.18: Linear regression comparison of all mode delay values. The solid line is
the best fit line and the dashed line is the ideal fit line.
to the direction of wave propagation, and by Faraday rotation of the wave. The
magnitudes of mode delay and Faraday periodic fading at various latitudes has been
tabulated. Ray path simulations were performed to simulate Faraday fade rates and
mode delay times of the actual ISIS II observations. A comparison of these simu-
lated values with those determined from the actual ISIS II observations revealed very
similar trends. There was good correlation between the simulated and observed data
sets as linear regression analysis indicated slopes close to the ideal value of unity and
high regression values (periodic fade rate: slope=1.07, regression coefficient=0.934;
mode delay: slope=1.14, regression coefficient=0.930).
This ISIS II analysis has accomplished two important objectives. It has shown
that the ray trace program can accurately simulate the signal that will be received by
a spacecraft, and it has given insight into the signal structure that is to be expected
from other transionospheric experiments such as the RRI on ePOP.
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Chapter 5
RRI Signal Modelling
5.1 The CASSIOPE Satellite
CASSIOPE stands for CAScade, Smallsat, and IOnospheric Polar Explorer. This
is a Canadian led small satellite mission with two distinct payloads. The scientific
payload is the group of instruments which make-up the enhanced Polar Outflow
Probe (ePOP) and the commercial payload, called Cascade, is a proof-of-concept
data storage-and-forward system. Despite the satellite actually being called Cas-
siope, it is also commonly referred to as ePOP and throughout this chapter the two
names will be used interchangeably to describe the satellite. The goals of the ePOP
mission are: to study outflows of both plasma and neutral particles from the po-
lar region; to study the generation of waves and interactions of particles associated
with the outflow; and to examine the effects of the outflow on radio wave propaga-
tion. This thesis is concerned with developing a physically based model to assist in
better understanding the third objective. The Cassiope satellite is to be launched
in late 2007 and operate for at least four years. It will be placed in an elliptical
orbit with an apogee of 1500 km and a perigee of 350 km. The inclination of the
orbit will be 80◦ and so, in this respect, the orbit will be quite similar to the ISIS
II satellite. General information on the CASSIOPE satellite is found at http://
mertensiana.phys.ucalgary.ca/cassiope.htm.
Cascade is a proof-of-concept data transferring service. The payload has a large
data storage system and a very high rate of data upload and download. The idea
is to have the satellite fly over remote stations, such as oil and gas mines, and
upload gigabytes of data in the few minutes when the satellite is overhead. The
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data is stored until the satellite passes over the receiving station, when it is then
downloaded. Basically, this is a test of a new system for transferring large amounts
of data quickly across the globe when land line access is not available. The benefit
of the Cascade system for ePOP is that the data storage and high data transfer
rate abilities will be available for the scientific data that is collected by the many
instruments on ePOP.
There are eight scientific instruments on the ePOP payload [Yau et al., 2002]:
• The Imaging Rapid-scanning Mass spectrometer (IRM) measures the compo-
sition and velocities of ions in the region of the spacecraft.
• The Suprathermal Electron Imager (SEI) will measure electron energy distri-
butions.
• The Neutral Mass and velocity Spectrometer (NMS) will measure the mass
and velocities of neutral atmospheric constituents.
• The Fast Auroral Imager (FAI) will study emissions in the optical range.
• The Radio Receiver Instrument (RRI) is the focus of this thesis and will mea-
sure wave electric fields in the range of 0-18 MHz.
• The MaGnetic Field instrument (MGF) will measure the magnetic field strength
and direction at the satellite.
• A GPS Attitude, Position, and occultation experiment (GAP) will be used for
determining the exact location and orientation of the satellite and for iono-
spheric profile measurements.
• The Coherent Electromagnetic Radiation tomography experiment (CER) will
transmit radio waves from the satellite to ground receiving stations to study
radio wave propagation. This is opposite to the RRI experiment where the
ground stations are the transmitters and the satellite instrument is the radio
receiver. In the case of the CER, however, the frequencies will be in the VHF
and UHF ranges instead of the HF range as with the RRI.
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The RRI on ePOP will consist of four 3 m monopole antennas. They will be
oriented to effectively make two perpendicular 6 m dipole antennas, however each
side of one dipole will have a separate receiving channel. In this way there are a
number of operating modes that can be used. If all the monopoles are receiving at
one frequency, the full polarization of a wave from the ground can be determined.
Among other things, this could be used to detect Ne enhancements or depletions
in the ionosphere through changes in the polarization state of the received wave.
Another mode that could be used is to have two monopoles receive on one frequency
and the other two receive on a different frequency. The polarization state will be
ambiguous; but an estimate of total electron content along the propagation path can
be made by examining the Faraday fade frequencies similar to the analysis presented
in Chapter 4. In this case though there will be two different fade frequencies and
the difference between them can be used to estimate electron density.
5.2 Ray Trace Modelling of RRI Signal
5.2.1 Simulated ePOP Passes
Unlike the satellite path for ISIS II, which was essentially north-south oriented and
therefore varied essentially in latitude only during a pass, the satellite path for ePOP
will also vary significantly in longitude during a pass. Instead of a straight north-
south path over the transmitter, the ePOP orbits will resemble the passes shown
in Figure 5.1. The satellite will travel over the transmitter in one direction and
when the Earth has rotated 180◦ underneath the satellite track, the satellite will
pass over the transmitter travelling the opposite direction. This is indicated by the
labeled northeast and southeast passes in the diagram. Of course, the satellite will
not always pass directly over the ground transmitter. Three passes, separated by
15◦ in longitude, are plotted for each direction. Also shown in Figure 5.1 is the
SuperDARN field of view (FOV). This illustrates that passes travelling northeast
over the transmitter will be the most useful because they will spend a greater time
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Orbital Paths of ePOP Satellite over the Saskatoon SuperDARN
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Figure 5.1: Various ePOP orbital paths over the Saskatoon SuperDARN array and
the SuperDARN field of view.
in the FOV of the radar.
Several passes were simulated for the ray path modelling analysis presented below.
In these simulations, a well behaved and quiet ionosphere, as with ISIS II simulations,
was assumed. The three passes plotted in Figure 5.1 were simulated for the satellite
travelling both northeast and southeast over the transmitter. These passes were also
simulated at three different altitudes for the satellite; 1500 km, 900 km, and 350 km.
Finally, all these combinations of passes were simulated using three different 2-D
Ne profiles. In total this amounted to 54 simulated passes over the transmitter.
Only a few representative ones will be presented in detail. These passes were all
simulated using a radar frequency of 15 MHz. Some additional simulation passes
at 9.303 MHz (the ISIS II experiment frequency) were used as a comparison with
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Weak Electron Density Profile
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Figure 5.2: The lowest of the three 2-D Ne profiles used for ePOP simulations.
the 15 MHz simulations. As the SuperDARN radar has the ability to transmit from
8 MHz to 20 MHz, it was of interest to examine the different propagation and signal
characteristics at different frequencies.
Three 2-D Ne profiles have been constructed for the ePOP simulations. Each
2-D profile was created using the IRI modeller by choosing a specific time and then
determining the electron density at various latitudes along the Saskatoon longitude.
The objective was to make the 2-D profiles as different from one another as possible.
Therefore the low electron density 2-D profile or weak 2-D profile was modelled from
IRI profiles on December 21, 2002, at 00h00 LT (winter solstice, midnight) and is
presented in Figure 5.2. It is evident that the electron density actually increases
both to the north and south of Saskatoon. The reason for this is that the sun is
shining in the upper atmosphere even at night at high latitudes, thus causing an
increase in Ne to the north of Saskatoon. To the south of Saskatoon, a higher Ne is
expected even at night, as there is more photo-ionization of the upper atmosphere
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Medium Electron Density Profile
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Figure 5.3: The medium of the three 2-D Ne profiles used for ePOP simulations.
closer to the equator during the day and the recombination rate at night is not high
enough to lower Ne values at high altitudes. A medium 2-D profile was modelled for
the date July 11, 2002, at 12h00 LT and appears in Figure 5.3.
Finally, the strong 2-D profile was modelled for the date December 21, 2002, at
12h00 LT and is shown in Figure 5.4. The strong and medium 2-D profiles have
roughly the same Ne to the south of Saskatoon which is to be expected as there are
less seasonal differences in a sunlit ionosphere the closer one gets to the equator.
Nevertheless, the strong 2-D profile is much higher in density overall directly above
Saskatoon and this will differentiate it from the medium 2-D profile results.
Ray path simulations have been carried out for all 54 passes described at a trans-
mitting frequency of 15 MHz. Comparisons were made between the different 2-D
profiles, altitudes, longitudes and pass directions. The simulated fade rate and mode
delay were determined and plotted in each case. Since there are so many passes to
choose from and comparing all of them to each other would be nearly impossible,
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Strong Electron Density Profile
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Figure 5.4: The highest of the three 2-D Ne profiles used for ePOP simulations.
only one comparison was made for each variable. As well, a pass at 9.30 MHz using
the medium profile has been simulated and presented.
5.2.2 Predicted Ray Trace Modelling Results
By examining the equations to calculate fade rate and differential mode delay, Equa-
tions 3.14 and 4.3, an initial estimate of the ray tracing results can be made. Two
main variables will cause an increase in both fade rate and mode delay. The first
is the difference between the indices of refraction for the O- and X-modes. If this
quantity increases, both mode delay and fade rate will also increase because there
will be more separation between the O- and X-modes. The two indices of refraction
are plotted in Figure 2.3 as a function of the ratio of plasma frequency to radar
frequency, X. The separation between the modes increases with an increase in X. If
the radar frequency is set, an increase in plasma frequency, caused by a higher Ne,
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will produce more separation between the two modes. As such, a higher Ne should
produce higher fade rate and mode delay values. If, on the other hand, the plasma
frequency is set and the radar frequency is raised, X will decrease and less mode
delay and fade rate will be detected. The second variable to cause an increase in
fade rate and mode delay is distance travelled by the wave. Since both values result
from integrating along the path of the propagating wave, an increase to propagation
distance will increase the frequency of fading and the magnitude of mode delay.
In Chapter 3 it was shown that the amount a wave path bends due to propagating
in the ionosphere is proportional to the index of refraction (Equation 3.9). Therefore,
the transmitted frequency and Ne will also affect the amount of refraction that occurs
when the wave propagates through the ionosphere. For lower transmitter frequencies
and/or higher Ne profiles, more bending of the wave is expected. As such, the wave
will be totally refracted back to Earth at higher elevation angles and signal will be
obtained over a much smaller latitudinal range with lower transmitter frequencies or
higher Ne.
5.2.3 2-D Ne Profile Comparison
For one comparison of the various 2-D Ne profiles, satellite passes directly over the
transmitter, travelling northeast and at 900 km altitude are compared for the three
profiles. The comparison of fade rate appears in Figure 5.5 and the comparison of
mode delay in Figure 5.6. One can immediately discover that both mode delay
and fade rate are higher for the overall stronger 2-D Ne profiles. The fade rate for
the strong 2-D profile is ∼2.5 Hz and the mode delay is ∼0.05 ms overhead of the
transmitter. The medium 2-D profile fade rate is only ∼1 Hz and the mode delay
is ∼0.03 ms overhead. Finally, the weak 2-D profile has a fade rate that is only a
fraction of a Hz throughout the pass and a mode delay that is always <0.02 ms. One
can also observe the range of latitudes that connecting ray paths are determined for
each 2-D profile. With the strong 2-D profile, paths were able to be simulated from
about 37◦ to 73◦. The range increases to 29◦ to 76◦ for the medium 2-D profile and
22◦ to 79◦ for the weak 2-D profile. It should be noted that the signal is expected
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Fade Rate For Various 2-D Electron Density Profiles
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Figure 5.5: The simulated fade rates as a function of latitude for the three different
2-D profiles.
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Figure 5.6: The simulated mode delays as a function of latitude for the three different
2-D profiles.
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Fade Rate For Various Satellite Altitudes
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Figure 5.7: The simulated fade rates for various satellite altitudes using the medium
2-D profile.
to be very weak and noisy near the extremes of the passes. This was observed with
the ISIS II results and will most likely be similar with ePOP, although ePOP will
be much more sensitive. Therefore the high fade rates and mode delay simulated at
the far southern ends of the passes likely will not be clearly observable during the
ePOP mission.
5.2.4 Satellite Altitude Comparison
Three simulated altitudes were compared using the medium 2-D profile as a refer-
ence profile. The compared passes were again directly over the transmitter and in
the northeast direction. The comparison between 350 km, 900 km, and 1500 km
altitude for simulated fade rate and mode delay are displayed in Figures 5.7 and 5.8
respectively. The fade rate and mode delay simulated to the far north and south of
the transmitter was actually less for higher satellite altitudes. This behaviour is not
immediately predicted because one expects the separation between the modes to be
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Differential Mode-delay Time For Various Satellite Altitudes
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Figure 5.8: The simulated mode delays for various satellite altitudes using the
medium 2-D profile.
less for lower altitudes because the path to the satellite is less. These results may be
explained by a combination of factors. When the satellite is at a lower altitude near
the horizon, the wave travels further in the highly dense F-region than it would for
a higher altitude pass. Therefore, although the path length of the travelling wave is
smaller, the difference between indices of refraction is larger and this outweighs the
short path length. Above the transmitter, the fade rate is similar for all altitudes.
The mode delay is demonstrated to be higher for higher altitudes above the
transmitter. This is expected, as there is less distance travelled by the wave over
which the modes can separate during a low altitude pass. The latitudinal extent
of simulated ray paths is greatest for the highest altitude. This is to be expected
from simple geometry; a satellite at 1500 km will be visible at a greater range than
a satellite at 350 km.
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Fade Rate For Various Longitudes
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Figure 5.9: The simulated fade rates for various satellite longitudes using the medium
2-D profile.
5.2.5 Satellite Track Comparison
The final two comparisons for 15 MHz are between passes at three different longi-
tudes and a pass travelling northeast to one travelling southeast. The comparison
between longitudes examines the fade rate and mode delay for passes that pass di-
rectly overhead, 15◦ west and 15◦ east of Saskatoon. The compared passes use the
medium 2-D Ne profile and a satellite travelling northeast at an altitude of 900 km.
The results for fade rate and mode delay appear in Figures 5.9 and 5.10 respectively.
The first item that is recognized in both the fade rate and mode delay comparisons
is that there is slight disagreement between the simulated results north and south
of the transmitter. This is due to the way the program reads the Ne profile and
cannot be fixed at this time, however the results are still useful. The pass to the
west of the transmitter (longitude 238◦) shows higher fade rates and mode delays to
the south and lower fade rates and mode delays to the north. This can be explained
by reviewing Figure 5.1, considering the northeast directed passes, the pass west of
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Differential Mode-delay Time For Various Longitudes
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Figure 5.10: The simulated mode delays for various satellite longitudes using the
medium 2-D profile.
Saskatoon is further away from the transmitter in the southern portion of the pass
than the other passes. In the northern portion of the pass this track is closer to the
transmitter, while the other passes are further away. Since the wave is propagating
less distance to reach the satellite, in the northern portion of this pass there is less
separation of the modes and therefore less Faraday fading and mode delay. The
opposite occurs in the southern portion of the pass where the wave must propagate
farther to reach the satellite.
The comparison of satellite pass direction uses the medium 2-D profile, with
the satellite at 900 km altitude and travelling directly over the transmitter. The
comparisons for northeast to southeast passes are shown in Figure 5.11 for fade rate
and Figure 5.12 for mode delay. The comparisons of fade rate and mode delay for
the two pass directions indicate roughly the same results for both directions. This is
expected because of the symmetry of the situation. The propagation direction with
respect to the magnetic field is the same in either case and the Ne profile does not
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Fade Rate For Two Pass Directions
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Figure 5.11: The simulated fade rates for the two satellite pass directions using the
medium 2-D profile.
Differential Mode-delay Time For Two Pass Directions
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Figure 5.12: The simulated mode delays for the two satellite pass directions using
the medium 2-D profile.
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Fade Rate For Two Transmitter Frequencies
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Figure 5.13: The simulated fade rates for two transmitter frequencies using the
medium 2-D profile at 900 km satellite altitude.
change with longitude so the results should be similar. These results illustrate that
the only difference between the two pass directions is that the radar FOV will be
more favourable to a pass travelling northeast over the radar (see Figure 5.1).
5.2.6 Transmitter Frequency Comparison
A comparison of two different frequencies was performed using the medium 2-D
profile, with the satellite at 900 km altitude and passing northeast directly over the
transmitter. The two frequencies compared were 15.0 MHz and 9.30 MHz. The
comparison of the two frequencies for fade rate and mode delay are presented in
Figures 5.13 and 5.14 respectively. The main features to notice in these figures
is that both fade rate and mode delay are much higher for the lower frequency,
which should be expected. Also evident in the frequency comparison was that the
satellite detects signal over a much broader range for 15 MHz than for 9.30 MHz.
The range extends from about 29◦ to 77◦ latitude for 15 MHz to 41◦ to 64◦ latitude
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Differential Mode-delay Time For Two Transmitter Frequencies
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Figure 5.14: The simulated mode delays for two transmitter frequencies using the
medium 2-D profile at 900 km satellite altitude.
for 9.30 MHz. This would also be expected as a radar wave will penetrate through
the ionosphere at lower elevation angles when a higher frequency is used.
5.3 Summary
In anticipation of the RRI instrument becoming operational when ePOP is launched,
ray tracing simulations were performed. These simulations have been undertaken
with a well behaved and quiet ionosphere using HF transmitter frequencies of 9.303 MHz
and 15.0 MHz. Findings from these simulations indicate some general expected be-
haviours of the received signal. The signal will be detected for a larger range of
latitudes for higher frequencies, lower 2-D Ne profiles, and/or higher satellite pass
altitudes. The magnitude of Faraday fading and mode delay that is detected will de-
pend on a number of variables. Higher 2-D Ne profiles, larger propagation distances,
and/or lower frequencies will increase both fade rate and mode delay.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
The focus of this thesis has been a study of transionospheric propagation of HF
radar waves through the terrestrial ionosphere. The motivation was to develop a
ray tracing model which would help in the interpretation of the RRI (Radio Re-
ceiver Instrument) observations on the upcoming ePOP (enhanced Polar Outflow
Probe) Canadian led satellite mission. Another Canadian mission, ISIS II, from the
1970s had a transionospheric experiment with some similarities to the RRI one. As
such, the transionospheric aspects of this mission were used to validate the ray trac-
ing models. The dominant characteristics of the ISIS II received signal have been
explained and simulated. The simulations agree with observed data for the most
part and reasonable explanations exist for discrepancies. A preliminary sampling of
possible ePOP passes over the Saskatoon SuperDARN array were simulated. These
demonstrated the different signal characteristics expected for various different Ne
profiles, satellite pass parameters, and transmitting frequencies. The three signal
characteristics studied were Faraday fade rates, differential mode delay times, and
the latitudinal extent of received signal. There is still much research to be done in
this area however.
6.1 Ray Tracing Software
A program to calculate the path a radio wave takes through the ionosphere was
initially written by D. Andre at the University of Saskatchewan in C programming
language. In its base form, the program simply calculates a set of points along the
path of a radio wave given inputs of starting wave position, starting wave direction,
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Ne profile, and wave frequency. This ray tracing program can calculate the path
for either mode of propagation (O- or X-mode) and uses a Hamiltonian approach to
solving the Appleton-Hartree equation [Haselgrove, 1963] discussed in Chapter 2.
For this thesis, extensive modifications to the program have been made to ac-
quire full signal modelling for the expected radar signal to be received by the RRI
on ePOP. One modification allows the user to input a desired ending position for
the ray path to pass through. Using this modification the starting parameters of
the program now require a desired wave path end position (i.e., the satellite). The
program modifies the starting wave direction until a ray path is found which passes
within a set distance of the end location. Another modification allowed for simu-
lation of ray paths along a satellite track (points along the orbit of the satellite).
Finally, an analysis program was written to take the ray path simulation outputs
and calculate the signal characteristics that would be present at the satellite. These
characteristics include: the full polarization state of the wave, the propagation time
from the ground transmitter to the satellite, and the propagation distance from the
ground transmitter to the satellite.
6.2 ISIS II Analysis
In 1978 the satellite ISIS II, in conjunction with a ground transmitter in Ottawa,
performed an experiment similar to the proposed transionospheric propagation ex-
periment for ePOP. The ISIS II transionospheric experiment supplied a number of
passes of good quality transionospheric signals. Interlaced with the transionospheric
experiment, the ISIS II satellite performed topside soundings of the ionosphere, its
primary data collection mode. These measurements were used to give an estimate
of the foF2 peak electron density during each pass. These signals received by ISIS
II from the ground have been analyzed in preparation for ePOP RRI experiments.
The analysis indicated that Faraday rotational fading of the signal and time of
arrival delay between the two modes was observed predominantly when the satellite
was to the south of the Ottawa transmitter. This was explained by considering the
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propagation direction of the waves with respect to the magnetic field orientation of
the Earth to the south of the Ottawa transmitter (see Figure 4.8). To the south of
Ottawa the propagation direction of the radar waves tends to be close to parallel to
the magnetic field lines (quasi-longitudinal propagation) while to the north of Ottawa
the propagation direction tends to be close to perpendicular to the magnetic field
lines (quasi-transverse propagation). Further, in general, electron density increases
south of the Ottawa transmitter and this causes more Faraday rotation and more
separation between the two modes.
The magnitude of both the periodic fading rate and the differential mode delay
has been calculated from the satellite data for each pass. In general, the magnitude
of both the fading rate and the mode delay increased as the satellite moved farther
from the transmitter. This is predicted behaviour as a wave travels a longer path to
reach the satellite resulting in more mode separation and thus more Faraday rotation
the further the satellite is from the transmitter. The magnitude calculated for the
Faraday fading rate ranged from 0.5 Hz to 13 Hz. The magnitude of mode delay
ranged from 0.1 ms to 0.8 ms.
The ray tracing program has been used to simulate the expected ISIS II results
for these passes. Ray paths have been simulated over the latitudinal range that
includes the observed fading rate and mode delay data for each pass. In total eight
passes were simulated for fade rate and eleven passes were simulated for mode delay.
The simulated and observed values for both fade rate and mode delay showed similar
trends. A regression analysis comparing the measured and simulated data sets was
performed. The simulated fade rates compared to modelled fade rates gave a regres-
sion slope of 1.07 with a regression coefficient of 0.934. For the comparison of mode
delay times a slope of 1.14 and a regression coefficient of 0.930 were obtained. These
regression analysis results indicate that there is rather good correlation between the
observed and simulated data sets.
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6.3 ePOP RRI Analysis
The Cassiope satellite, which will carry the ePOP payload, is to be launched in
2007. There will be eight scientific instruments associated with the ePOP payload.
A separate communications payload, called Cascade, will be available to provide
data storage and a high rate of data transfer for the ePOP scientific instruments.
An experiment using the RRI instrument will be undertaken in conjunction with
several ground transmitters (e.g., the Saskatoon SuperDARN radar). The ground
transmitters will send HF radio waves up through the ionosphere where they will be
detected by the passive RRI instrument on ePOP. The modifications to the radio
waves as they propagate through the ionosphere to the receiver on ePOP may be used
to determine characteristics of the ionosphere through which the wave propagated.
Using the Saskatoon SuperDARN radar as the ground transmitter, ray path mod-
elling was performed for satellite passes under typical scenarios. Different satellite
pass altitudes, longitudes and directions have been simulated for ePOP travelling over
the Saskatoon SuperDARN. Most of the passes were analyzed with a 15.0 MHz trans-
mitter frequency, but a comparison to the frequency used with ISIS II, 9.30 MHz,
was also done.
The simulations produced periodic fade rates in the received signal as high as
16 Hz for the 15.0 MHz wave. For a transmitted frequency of 9.30 MHz, the max-
imum simulated periodic fade rate increased to 25 Hz. It should be noted that the
highest values for fading rate occur when the satellite is nearly out of range of the
transmitter. Therefore, the actual signal that is received will most likely be quite
noisy and weak under these conditions and the highest fade rate frequencies may not
be observed, at least most of the time. The differential mode delay times were up to
0.3 ms for a 15 MHz transmitted wave and up to more than 0.7 ms for a 9.30 MHz
transmitted wave. Again, the highest values for mode delay are observed at the far
extremes of a pass and therefore may not be measurable in practice.
The modelled signal for the simulated ePOP satellite passes suggested some gen-
eral trends. In general, lower Ne profiles, higher satellite altitudes and/or higher
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frequencies resulted in received signal over a larger range of latitudes. The magni-
tudes of both Faraday fade rates and differential mode delay depend primarily on the
differences between index of refraction and path length of the two modes. As such,
higher fade rates and mode delays were observed from the simulations for conditions
that cause either a larger difference in path length or a larger difference in index
of refraction between the two modes. These parameters include higher (overall) Ne
profiles, lower transmitter frequencies, and larger propagation distances.
6.4 Summary and Future Work
Future research to be undertaken in preparation for the RRI experiment on Cassiope
includes several items. Experiment modes for SuperDARN/ePOP collaborations
need to be better defined in light of this research (i.e., transmitted pulse lengths,
pulse patterns, pulse durations, etc.). For example, one transmitting mode will use
the normal SuperDARN pulse pattern to look at forward and back scatter simulta-
neously when the RRI is overhead. This experiment will possibly provide a better
understanding of F-region irregularities that cause backscatter. Another transmit-
ting mode can be used to study Faraday rotation by sending out long pulses in a
periodic pattern. In this mode the RRI will receive the same frequency on each
dipole and will operate as a full polarimeter. Another possible mode is to have two
frequencies transmitted and have the RRI receive one frequency on one dipole and
the other frequency on the other dipole. The difference in Faraday rotation between
the two frequencies can be used to estimate the electron density in the ionosphere.
The primary goal of this research was to develop a model of the signal that the
RRI will receive from a ground transmitter. Analysis of ISIS II transionospheric data
provided a basis for predicting the signal characteristics. Regular signal character-
istics such as mode delay and Faraday fading were observed in the ISIS II analysis
and similarly will be observed with the RRI experiment. Deviations from these reg-
ular signal characteristics are expected to be indicators of structures of interest in
the ionosphere. Structures such as density enhancements and depletions could be
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indicators of magnetospheric boundaries present in the polar ionosphere or of the
mid-latitude trough region of the ionosphere. The modelling presented in this thesis
will assist in providing a basis set of signal characteristics which describe some large
scale ionospheric properties — significant deviations in the signal characteristics will
be indicators of more complex structures. For example, the modelling has shown that
fade frequency and mode delay increase for an overall larger Ne in the ionosphere.
Further modelling will take into consideration small scale structures and their
effects on the received signal at the RRI. These structures will cause scintillations
in the signal properties at the RRI. For example, a sudden increase or decrease in
fade rate or mode delay will indicate that the transmitted wave propagated through
a small scale density enhancement or depletion. In this way the RRI experiment
will provide a means of ‘imaging’ ionospheric structures and help discover the mech-
anism for coherent scattering used in experiments such as SuperDARN. A better
understanding of scattering mechanisms in the F-region can lead to the develop-
ment of better methods for studying this region and develop a better understanding
of the fundamental physics that occurs. Methods for more readily detecting iono-
spheric structures and studying fundamentals of the ionosphere (such as the linking
of ionospheric processes to solar processes) will lead to better overall models of the
ionosphere. In the long term, this will assist in more broad goals such as a better
understanding of space weather.
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Appendix A
Ray Trace Program
Program ‘tracer.c’ was written in its base form by Dieter Andre after which
extensive modifications were performed.
/Author: Dieter Andre
/Modified by: Rob Gillies
/************************* Main program: TRACER ******************/
/* Call: tracer ’directory-name’ ’parameter-filename’ [’no_3d’] */
/****************************************************************/
int main(int argc, char *argv[], char *envp[])
{
extern double maximal_range, maximal_stepsize;
double *ys;
int nok, nbad, iray, no_3d;
float year= (float) 1980.0;
float dimo;
char fnm[80]; /* ray output file name */
FILE *rf;
/* spacong between rays is 1/10 degree */
#define DEL_RAY 0.1* degtorad
/* for the four rays at the corners of a beam */
/* ccw from lower left corner */
/* these start at index 1, index 0 not used */
int kount[ 5]; /* actual number of intermediate
/ steps that has been stored */
double *xp[ 5]; /* storage of intermediate
/steps; independent variable */
double **yp[ 5]; /* storage of intermediate
/steps; dependent variables */
int ibc, j, k, nc, zerocount, numnonconverge;
int run, no_change, ind, indh;
int l, final_ind1, final_ind2;
double d, d1, d2, df;
double del;
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double dela, finhgt;
double x, y, z;
double xf, yf, zf;
double delta_elev, delta_azi, elev1, elev0, azim1, azim0;
double de, da;
double d1e, d1a, d2e, d2a;
double temp1, temp2;
double a, b;
double phi1, theta1, phi2, theta2, phi3, theta3;
double alt1, altmax, lat1, lat2, lat3, alt2, alt3;
double phif1, phif2, phif3, altf1, latf1, latf2;
double latf3, altf2, altf3, thetaf1, thetaf2, thetaf3;
double x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2, x3, y3, z3;
double delta_pol, delta_polnew, delta_azinew;
double thetas, phis, lats, alts;
double heightdif1, heightdif2;
double lat_eps= 1.0e-6;
double rho, rlat_1, sin_lat, cap_c_inv;
double clat, slat;
double cap_s, xy_tmp;
elev1=0.0;
elev0=0.0;
azim1=0.0;
azim0=0.0;
ground =1;
numnonconverge=0;
if ( argc < 3)
{
printf( "Call: tracer ’directory-name’ ’parameter-filename’ [’no_3d’=0]\n");
goto finish;
}
directory_name= (char* ) calloc( 80, sizeof( char) );
strcpy( directory_name, argv[1]);
no_3d= atoi( argv[3]);
read_parameters( argv[2]);
printf("Number of traces to be done: %i\n\n", numtraces);
for (p=0; p<numtraces; p++)
{
// maximal_range = 2500.0 * 1000.0;
//num_stor = 15000;
feldcof( "/home/gillies/igrf/data/", &year, &dimo);
ys= dvector( 1, num_vars);
y_start= dvector( 1, num_vars);
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for ( ibc= 1; ibc <= 4; ibc++)
{
xp[ ibc]= dvector( 1, num_stor);
yp[ ibc]= dmatrix( 1, num_vars, 1, num_stor);
}
kmax= num_stor -1;
dxsav= storage_interval;
/* calculate ray start position in cartesian and store */
ray_start_pos= dvector( 1, 3);
init_starting_values( ray_elev[ 1], ray_azim[ 1], ys);
ray_start_pos[ 1]= ys[ 1];
ray_start_pos[ 2]= ys[ 2];
ray_start_pos[ 3]= ys[ 3];
/* write electron profile */
if (no_3d == 0)
output_ne_profile( 240.0* degtorad, 0.2* degtorad, 301,
50.0* degtorad, 0.2* degtorad, 151,
80000.0, 5000.0, 81 );
output_ne_slice( );
//==========================================
//coordinate transform
//==========================================
Satlong[p]=Satlong[p]*3.14159265359/180;
Satlat[p]=Satlat[p]*3.14159265359/180;
geod_to_cart(Satlong[p], Satlat[p], Satalt[p]*1000.0, &Xsat[p], &Ysat[p], &Zsat[p] );
Xsat[p]=(6378206.0*1/sqrt(1.0-0.0067686*sin(Satlat[p])*sin(Satlat[p]))+Satalt[p]*1000.0)
$*cos(Satlat[p])*cos(Satlong[p]);
Ysat[p]=(6378206.0*1/sqrt(1.0-0.0067686*sin(Satlat[p])*sin(Satlat[p]))+Satalt[p]*1000.0)
$*cos(Satlat[p])*sin(Satlong[p]);
Zsat[p]=(6335033.0*1/sqrt(1.0-0.0067686*sin(Satlat[p])*sin(Satlat[p]))+Satalt[p]*1000.0)
$*sin(Satlat[p]);
//=====================================================
if (rays_to_trace == ’O’)
{
ray_mode= ’o’;
printf("%s\n", directory_name);
printf ("O-mode converging %i\n", parameternum[p]);
}
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if (rays_to_trace == ’E’)
{
ray_mode= ’e’;
printf("%s\n", directory_name);
printf ("X-mode converging %i\n", parameternum[p]);
;
}
//coordinates that are required for the ray to end up at (m)
xf=Xsat[p];
yf=Ysat[p];
zf=Zsat[p];
//initial jump size for elev and azi
if (p==0)
{
delta_elev=.05*3.14159265359/180;
delta_azi=.05*3.14159265359/180;
}
else
{
delta_elev=.05*3.14159265359/180;
delta_azi=.05*3.14159265359/180;
}
if (p > 1)
{
delta_elev=elev1-elev0;
delta_azi=azim1-azim0;
ray_elev[1]=elev1+delta_elev;
ray_azim[1]=azim1+delta_azi;
ray_elev[2]=elev1+delta_elev;
ray_azim[2]=azim1+delta_azi;
}
elev0=elev1;
azim0=azim1;
printf ("sat. lat= %f\n", Satlat[p]*180/3.14159265359);
printf ("sat. long= %f\n", Satlong[p]*180/3.14159265359);
printf ("sat. alt= %f\n\n", Satalt[p]);
printf ("xsat= %f\n", xf/1000.0);
printf ("ysat= %f\n", yf/1000.0);
printf ("zsat= %f\n", zf/1000.0);
printf ("initial elevation angle= %f\n", ray_elev[1]*180/3.14159265359);
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printf ("initial azimuth angle= %f\n\n", ray_azim[1]*180/3.14159265359);
run=0;
satellite_check=0;
//for running this conversion, we’ll estimate satellite lat and long
/*
phis= atan2( Ysat[p], Xsat[p]);
if ( phis < 0.0 )
phis= 2.0* 3.14159265359 + phis;
rho= sqrt( Xsat[p]* Xsat[p] + Ysat[p]* Ysat[p]);
lats= atan( Zsat[p]/ rho);
do
{
rlat_1= lats;
sin_lat= sin( rlat_1);
cap_c_inv= sqrt( 1.0 - ecce2* sin_lat* sin_lat);
lats= atan( ( Zsat[p] + erequ* ecce2* sin_lat/ cap_c_inv)/ rho);
}
while ( fabs( lats - rlat_1) > lat_eps);
if ( fabs( lats) < (85.0* degtorad) )
alts= rho/ cos( lats) - erequ/ cap_c_inv;
else
alts= Zsat[p]/ sin( lats) - erequ* ( 1.0 - ecce2)/ cap_c_inv;
thetas=90.0-lats;
printf ("converging lat= %f\n", lats*180.0/3.14159265359);
printf ("converging long= %f\n", phis*180.0/3.14159265359);
printf ("converging alt= %f\n", alts);
*/
//start of convergance part
for (;;)
{
satellite_check=0;
//go through once for theta1 and phi1
for (iray=1; iray<=ray_num; iray++)
{
for ( ibc= 1; ibc <= 4; ibc++)
{
switch ( ibc)
{
case 0:
init_starting_values( ray_elev[ iray], ray_azim[ iray], ys); break;
case 1:
init_starting_values( ray_elev[ iray], ray_azim[ iray] + DEL_RAY, ys); break;
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case 2:
init_starting_values(ray_elev[iray]+DEL_RAY,ray_azim[iray]+DEL_RAY,ys);break;
case 3:
init_starting_values( ray_elev[ iray] + DEL_RAY, ray_azim[ iray], ys); break;
}
trace_err= ’f’;
odeint( ys, num_vars, x_start, x_stop, accuracy, initial_stepsize, minimal_stepsize,
&nok, &nbad, &kount[ ibc], xp[ ibc], yp[ibc], maximal_stepsize);
}
}
if (satellite_check == 0)
{
printf ("satellite check= %i\n", satellite_check);
}
//finding index of nearest height to sat. alt
for (l=0; l<kount[1]; l++)
{
x1=yp[1][1][l];
y1=yp[1][2][l];
z1=yp[1][3][l];
cart_to_geod(x1, y1, z1, &phi1, &lat1, &alt1 );
alt1=alt1*.001;
heightdif2=fabs(alt1-Satalt[p]);
//if (l < 500)
// {
// printf ("alt1= %f\n", alt1);
// printf ("hd1= %f\n", heightdif2);
// }
if (heightdif2 < heightdif1 || l==0)
{
heightdif1=heightdif2;
altf1=alt1;
latf1=lat1;
phif1=phi1;
indh=l;
}
}
//finding initial distance of two modes and closest index
//printf ("x= %f\n", yp[1][1][indh]*.001);
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//printf ("y= %f\n", yp[1][2][indh]*.001);
//printf ("z= %f\n", yp[1][3][indh]*.001);
//printf ("xs= %f\n", xf*.001);
//printf ("ys= %f\n", yf*.001);
//printf ("zs= %f\n", zf*.001);
x=yp[1][1][indh]-xf;
y=yp[1][2][indh]-yf;
z=yp[1][3][indh]-zf;
d=sqrt(x*x+y*y+z*z);
thetaf1=3.14159265359/2-latf1;
printf ("lat= %f\n", latf1*180.0/3.14159265359);
printf ("long= %f\n", phif1*180.0/3.14159265359);
printf ("alt= %f\n", altf1);
//printf ("height dif.= %f\n", heightdif1);
printf ("d= %f \n\n", d*.001);
df=d;
if (d < 10.0)
{
printf ("final distance(m)= %f\n\n", d);
numnonconverge=0;
break;
}// check if distance is less than minumum wanted
//go through once for theta2 and phi2 (change elevation)
for (iray=1; iray<=ray_num; iray++)
{
for ( ibc= 1; ibc <= 4; ibc++)
{
switch ( ibc)
{
case 0:
init_starting_values( ray_elev[ iray]+delta_elev, ray_azim[ iray], ys); break;
case 1:
init_starting_values( ray_elev[ iray]+delta_elev, ray_azim[ iray] + DEL_RAY, ys); break;
case 2:
init_starting_values(ray_elev[iray]+delta_elev+DEL_RAY,ray_azim[iray]+DEL_RAY,ys);break;
case 3:
init_starting_values( ray_elev[ iray]+delta_elev + DEL_RAY, ray_azim[ iray], ys); break;
}
trace_err= ’f’;
odeint( ys, num_vars, x_start, x_stop, accuracy, initial_stepsize, minimal_stepsize,
&nok, &nbad, &kount[ ibc], xp[ ibc], yp[ibc], maximal_stepsize);
}
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}for (l=0; l<kount[1]; l++)
{
x2=yp[1][1][l];
y2=yp[1][2][l];
z2=yp[1][3][l];
cart_to_geod(x2, y2, z2, &phi2, &lat2, &alt2 );
alt2=alt2*.001;
heightdif2=fabs(alt2-Satalt[p]);
if (heightdif2 < heightdif1 || l==0)
{
heightdif1=heightdif2;
altf2=alt2;
latf2=lat2;
phif2=phi2;
indh=l;
}
}
thetaf2=3.14159265359/2-latf2;
//printf ("lat2= %f\n", 90.0-thetaf2*180/3.14159265359);
// printf ("long2= %f\n", phif2*180/3.141592653659);
// printf ("alt2= %f\n", altf2);
//printf ("height dif.= %f\n\n", heightdif1);
//printf ("d2= %f \n\n", d*.001);
//go through once for theta3 and phi3 (change azimuth)
for (iray=1; iray<=ray_num; iray++)
{
for ( ibc= 1; ibc <= 4; ibc++)
{
switch ( ibc)
{
case 0:
init_starting_values( ray_elev[ iray], ray_azim[ iray]+delta_azi, ys); break;
case 1:
init_starting_values( ray_elev[ iray], ray_azim[ iray]+delta_azi + DEL_RAY, ys); break;
case 2:
init_starting_values(ray_elev[iray]+DEL_RAY,ray_azim[iray]+delta_azi+DEL_RAY,ys);break;
case 3:
init_starting_values( ray_elev[ iray] + DEL_RAY, ray_azim[ iray]+delta_azi, ys); break;
}
trace_err= ’f’;
odeint( ys, num_vars, x_start, x_stop, accuracy, initial_stepsize, minimal_stepsize,
&nok, &nbad, &kount[ ibc], xp[ ibc], yp[ibc], maximal_stepsize);
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}}
for (l=0; l<kount[1]; l++)
{
x3=yp[1][1][l];
y3=yp[1][2][l];
z3=yp[1][3][l];
cart_to_geod(x3, y3, z3, &phi3, &lat3, &alt3 );
alt3=alt3*.001;
heightdif2=fabs(alt3-Satalt[p]);
if (heightdif2 < heightdif1 || l==0)
{
heightdif1=heightdif2;
altf3=alt3;
latf3=lat3;
phif3=phi3;
indh=l;
}
}
thetaf3=3.14159265359/2-latf3;
// printf ("lat3= %f\n", 90.0-thetaf3*180/3.14159265359);
// printf ("long3= %f\n", phif3*180/3.141592653659);
// printf ("alt3= %f\n", altf3);
// printf ("height dif.= %f\n\n", heightdif1);
//calculate change in polar angle (90-elevation angle) and azimuth
delta_pol=-delta_elev;
thetas=3.14159265359/2-Satlat[p];
phis=Satlong[p];
//printf ("phis= %f\n", phis*180/3.14159265359);
//printf ("thetas= %f\n", thetas*180/3.14159265359);
delta_polnew=delta_pol*(phis-phif1-((phif1-phif3)/(thetaf1-thetaf3))*
$(thetas-thetaf1))/(phif2-phif1-((phif1-phif3)/(thetaf1-thetaf3))*(thetaf2-thetaf1));
delta_azinew=delta_azi*(phis-phif1-((phif1-phif2)/(thetaf1-thetaf2))*
$(thetas-thetaf1))/(phif3-phif1-((phif1-phif2)/(thetaf1-thetaf2))*(thetaf3-thetaf1));
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printf ("del_elev= %f\n", -delta_polnew*180/3.14159265359);
printf ("del_azi= %f\n", delta_azinew*180/3.14159265359);
delta_elev=-delta_polnew;
delta_azi=delta_azinew;
ray_elev[1]=ray_elev[1]+delta_elev;
ray_azim[1]=ray_azim[1]+delta_azi;
ray_elev[2]=ray_elev[2]+delta_elev;
ray_azim[2]=ray_azim[2]+delta_azi;
printf ("new elevation angle= %f\n", ray_elev[1]*180/3.14159265359);
printf ("new azimuth angle= %f\n", ray_azim[1]*180/3.14159265359);
run++;
printf ("Number of times through= %i\n\n", run);
if (run > 14)
{
printf ("final distance(m)= %f\n\n", df);
//printf ("Not Converging.\n");
break;
}
}
sprintf( fnm, "%s%c%d.ray", directory_name, ray_mode, parameternum[p]);
rf= fopen( fnm, "wb");
fwrite( &elev_num, sizeof( int), 1, rf);
fwrite( &azim_num, sizeof( int), 1, rf);
fwrite( &ray_num, sizeof( int), 1, rf);
//go through once more with new values and write to file
for (iray=1; iray<=ray_num; iray++)
{
for ( ibc= 1; ibc <= 4; ibc++)
{
switch ( ibc)
{
case 0:
init_starting_values( ray_elev[ iray], ray_azim[ iray], ys); break;
case 1:
init_starting_values( ray_elev[ iray], ray_azim[ iray] + DEL_RAY, ys); break;
case 2:
init_starting_values(ray_elev[iray]+DEL_RAY,ray_azim[iray]+DEL_RAY,ys);break;
case 3:
init_starting_values( ray_elev[ iray] + DEL_RAY, ray_azim[ iray], ys); break;
}
trace_err= ’f’;
odeint( ys, num_vars, x_start, x_stop, accuracy, initial_stepsize, minimal_stepsize,
&nok, &nbad, &kount[ ibc], xp[ ibc], yp[ibc], maximal_stepsize);
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}//finding final index
for (l=0; l<kount[1]; l++)
{
x2=yp[1][1][l]-xf;
y2=yp[1][2][l]-yf;
z2=yp[1][3][l]-zf;
temp1=sqrt(x2*x2+y2*y2+z2*z2);
if (temp1<d2e || l==0){
d2e=temp1;
final_ind1=l;
}
}
output_all ( rf, iray, nok, nbad, kount, xp, yp, final_ind1);
}
//printf ("ray_elev[1]= %f\n", ray_elev[1]*180/3.14159265359);
elev1=ray_elev[1];
azim1=ray_azim[1];
fclose( rf);
}
finish:;
}
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Appendix B
Ray Trace Analysis Program
Program ‘rayanalyze.pro’ written to determine wave characteristics from ray
paths.
;Written by: Rob Gillies
PRO rayanalyze, rayo, raye
pi=3.14159265359
phasedifcalc, rayo, raye, phasedif, dis
polarcalc, rayo, raye, orient, ellipt, phasedif
num=rayo[0,0].find
lat=(*rayo[0,0].rdat)(num).glat
phase=phasedif
orient=orient*180/pi
chi=ellipt*180/pi
aspect=(*rayo[0,0].rdat)(num).aspect_angle
alt=(*rayo[0,0].rdat)(num).galt
print, "Latitude=", lat
print, "Altitude (km)=", alt
print, "Phase Difference=", phase
print, "Orientation Angle=", orient
print, "Ellipticity Angle=", chi
print, "Distance Between rays=", dis
END
pro raysana, rayo, raye, p, r
pi=3.14159265359
phasedifcalc, rayo, raye, phasedif, dis, opath, epath, tototime, totetime
polarcalc, rayo, raye, orient, ellipt, phasedif
num=rayo[0,0].find
p.lat(r)=(*rayo[0,0].rdat)(num).glat
p.phase(r)=phasedif
p.orient(r)=orient*180/pi
p.chi(r)=ellipt*180/pi
p.aspect(r)=(*rayo[0,0].rdat)(num).aspect_angle
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p.dis(r)=dis
p.alt(r)=(*rayo[0,0].rdat)(num).galt
p.elevo(r)=rayo[0,0].selev
p.eleve(r)=raye[0,0].selev
p.opath(r)=opath*0.001
p.epath(r)=epath*0.001
p.otime(r)=tototime
p.etime(r)=totetime
p.x(r)=(*rayo[0,0].rdat)(num).x
p.y(r)=(*rayo[0,0].rdat)(num).y
p.z(r)=(*rayo[0,0].rdat)(num).z
print, r
print, "Latitude=", p.lat(r)
print, "Altitude (km)=", p.alt(r)
print, "Phase Difference=", p.phase(r)
print, "Orientation Angle=", p.orient(r)
print, "Ellipticity Angle=", p.chi(r)
print, "Distance Between rays=", p.dis(r)
print, "Total O-mode path (km)=", p.opath(r)
print, "Total X-mode path (km)=", p.epath(r)
print, "Total O-mode time (ms)=", p.otime(r)
print, "Total X-mode time (ms)=", p.etime(r)
END
PRO phasedifcalc, rayo, raye, phasedif, disbrays, totopath, totepath, tototime, totetime
;constants
pi=3.14159265359
freq=9.303e6
afreq=2*pi*freq
c=2.99792458e8
eo=8.85418782e-12
e=1.6021773e-19
me=9.109390e-31
totphaseo=0.0
totphasee=0.0
totopath=0.0
totepath=0.0
tototime=0.0
totetime=0.0
numtest=1000
onum=rayo[0,0].find ;# points to final O-mode point
enum=raye[0,0].find ;# points to final X-mode point
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oray={x:DBLARR(onum+1), y:DBLARR(onum+1), z:DBLARR(onum+1), bx:DBLARR(onum+1),$
by:DBLARR(onum+1), bz:DBLARR(onum+1), edens:DBLARR(onum+1), theta:DBLARR(onum+1),$
n:DBLARR(onum+1), phase:DBLARR(onum+1)}
eray={x:DBLARR(enum+1), y:DBLARR(enum+1), z:DBLARR(enum+1), bx:DBLARR(enum+1),$
by:DBLARR(enum+1), bz:DBLARR(enum+1), edens:DBLARR(enum+1), theta:DBLARR(enum+1),$
n:DBLARR(enum+1), phase:DBLARR(enum+1)}
oray.x=(*rayo[0,0].rdat)(0:onum).x
oray.y=(*rayo[0,0].rdat)(0:onum).y
oray.z=(*rayo[0,0].rdat)(0:onum).z
oray.bx=(*rayo[0,0].rdat)(0:onum).bx
oray.by=(*rayo[0,0].rdat)(0:onum).by
oray.bz=(*rayo[0,0].rdat)(0:onum).bz
oray.edens=(*rayo[0,0].rdat)(0:onum).edens
oray.theta=(*rayo[0,0].rdat)(0:onum).aspect_angle
eray.x=(*raye[0,0].rdat)(0:enum).x
eray.y=(*raye[0,0].rdat)(0:enum).y
eray.z=(*raye[0,0].rdat)(0:enum).z
eray.bx=(*raye[0,0].rdat)(0:enum).bx
eray.by=(*raye[0,0].rdat)(0:enum).by
eray.bz=(*raye[0,0].rdat)(0:enum).bz
eray.edens=(*raye[0,0].rdat)(0:enum).edens
eray.theta=(*raye[0,0].rdat)(0:enum).aspect_angle
for i=0, (onum-1) DO BEGIN
opath=sqrt((oray.x(i)-oray.x(i+1))^2+(oray.y(i)-oray.y(i+1))$
^2+(oray.z(i)-oray.z(i+1))^2)*1000.0
X=oray.edens(i)*e^2/eo/me/afreq^2
B=sqrt(oray.bx(i)^2+oray.by(i)^2+oray.bz(i)^2)*1.0e-9
Y=B*e/me/afreq
Yt=Y*sin(oray.theta(i)*pi/180.0)
Yl=Y*cos(oray.theta(i)*pi/180.0)
oray.n(i)=sqrt(1-X/(1-Yt^2/(2*(1-X))+sqrt(Yt^4/(4*(1-X)^2)+Yl^2)))
oray.phase(i)=afreq/c*oray.n(i)*opath
otime=opath/oray.n(i)/c
; print, oray.phase(i)
tototime=tototime+otime
totopath=totopath+opath
totphaseo=oray.phase(i)+totphaseo
ENDFOR
for i=0, (enum-1) DO BEGIN
epath=sqrt((eray.x(i)-eray.x(i+1))^2+(eray.y(i)-eray.y(i+1))$
^2+(eray.z(i)-eray.z(i+1))^2)*1000.0
X=eray.edens(i)*e^2/eo/me/afreq^2
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B=sqrt(eray.bx(i)^2+eray.by(i)^2+eray.bz(i)^2)*1.0e-9
Y=B*e/me/afreq
Yt=Y*sin(eray.theta(i)*pi/180.0)
Yl=Y*cos(eray.theta(i)*pi/180.0)
eray.n(i)=sqrt(1-X/(1-Yt^2/(2*(1-X))-sqrt(Yt^4/(4*(1-X)^2)+Yl^2)))
eray.phase(i)=afreq/c*eray.n(i)*epath
etime=epath/eray.n(i)/c
; print, oray.phase(i)
totetime=totetime+etime
totepath=totepath+epath
; print, oray.phase(i)-eray.phase(i)
totphasee=eray.phase(i)+totphasee
ENDFOR
tototime=tototime*1000.0
totetime=totetime*1000.0
disbrays=sqrt((oray.x(onum)-eray.x(enum))^2+(oray.y(onum)-eray.y(enum))$
^2+(oray.z(onum)-eray.z(enum))^2)*1000.0
;print, disbrays
phasedif=totphaseo-totphasee
END
PRO polarcalc, rayo, raye, orient, ellipt, phasedif
;constants
pi=3.14159265359
freq=9.303e6
afreq=2*pi*freq
c=2.99792458e8
eo=8.85418782e-12
e=1.6021773e-19
me=9.109390e-31
onum=rayo[0,0].find ;# points to final O-mode point
enum=raye[0,0].find ;# points to final X-mode point
oray={x:DBLARR(onum+1), y:DBLARR(onum+1), z:DBLARR(onum+1), bx:DBLARR(onum+1),$
by:DBLARR(onum+1), bz:DBLARR(onum+1), edens:DBLARR(onum+1), theta:DBLARR(onum+1),$
n:DBLARR(onum+1), aplus:DBLARR(onum+1), aminus:DBLARR(onum+1),$
rhoplus:DBLARR(onum+1), rhominus:DBLARR(onum+1)}
eray={x:DBLARR(enum+1), y:DBLARR(enum+1), z:DBLARR(enum+1), bx:DBLARR(enum+1),$
by:DBLARR(enum+1), bz:DBLARR(enum+1), edens:DBLARR(enum+1), theta:DBLARR(enum+1),$
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n:DBLARR(enum+1), aplus:DBLARR(enum+1), aminus:DBLARR(enum+1), $
rhoplus:DBLARR(enum+1), rhominus:DBLARR(enum+1)}
oray.x=(*rayo[0,0].rdat)(0:onum).x
oray.y=(*rayo[0,0].rdat)(0:onum).y
oray.z=(*rayo[0,0].rdat)(0:onum).z
oray.bx=(*rayo[0,0].rdat)(0:onum).bx
oray.by=(*rayo[0,0].rdat)(0:onum).by
oray.bz=(*rayo[0,0].rdat)(0:onum).bz
oray.edens=(*rayo[0,0].rdat)(0:onum).edens
oray.theta=(*rayo[0,0].rdat)(0:onum).aspect_angle
eray.x=(*raye[0,0].rdat)(0:enum).x
eray.y=(*raye[0,0].rdat)(0:enum).y
eray.z=(*raye[0,0].rdat)(0:enum).z
eray.bx=(*raye[0,0].rdat)(0:enum).bx
eray.by=(*raye[0,0].rdat)(0:enum).by
eray.bz=(*raye[0,0].rdat)(0:enum).bz
eray.edens=(*raye[0,0].rdat)(0:enum).edens
eray.theta=(*raye[0,0].rdat)(0:enum).aspect_angle
;initial polarization
ax=0.0
ay=1.0
;for testing only
;onum=501;;;;;;;;
;enum=501;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
for i=0, (onum-1) DO BEGIN
X=oray.edens(i)*e^2/eo/me/afreq^2
B=sqrt(oray.bx(i)^2+oray.by(i)^2+oray.bz(i)^2)*1.0e-9
Y=B*e/me/afreq
Yt=Y*sin(oray.theta(i)*pi/180.0)
Yl=Y*cos(oray.theta(i)*pi/180.0)
oray.rhoplus(i)=abs(1/yl*(yt^2/(2*(1-X))-sqrt(yt^4/(4*(1-X)^2)+yl^2)))
;oray.rhoplus(i)=Yt^2/(2*Yl*(1-X))+sqrt(Yt^4/(4*Yl^2*(1-X)^2)+1)
oray.rhominus(i)=1.0/oray.rhoplus(i)
;if (i EQ 210) then print, oray.rhoplus(i), oray.rhominus(i)
axplus=1/sqrt(1+oray.rhoplus(i)^2)
ayplus=oray.rhoplus(i)*axplus
axminus=1/sqrt(1+oray.rhominus(i)^2)
ayminus=oray.rhominus(i)*axminus
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oray.aplus(i)=ax*axplus+ay*ayplus
oray.aminus(i)=ax*axminus-ay*ayminus
ax=oray.aplus(i)*axplus
ay=oray.aplus(i)*ayplus
; print, oray.aplus(i), oray.aminus(i)
ENDFOR
axplusf=axplus
aplusf=oray.aplus(onum-1)
ayplusf=ayplus
;print, " "
ax=0.0
ay=1.0
for j=0, (enum-1) DO BEGIN
X=eray.edens(j)*e^2/eo/me/afreq^2
B=sqrt(eray.bx(j)^2+eray.by(j)^2+eray.bz(j)^2)*1.0e-9
Y=B*e/me/afreq
Yt=Y*sin(eray.theta(j)*pi/180.0)
Yl=Y*cos(eray.theta(j)*pi/180.0)
eray.rhoplus(j)=abs(1/yl*(yt^2/(2*(1-X))-sqrt(yt^4/(4*(1-X)^2)+yl^2)))
; eray.rhoplus(j)=Yt^2/(2*Yl*(1-X))+sqrt(Yt^4/(4*Yl^2*(1-X)^2)+1)
eray.rhominus(j)=1.0/eray.rhoplus(j)
; print, eray.rhoplus(j), eray.rhominus(j)
axplus=1/sqrt(1+eray.rhoplus(j)^2)
ayplus=eray.rhoplus(j)*axplus
axminus=1/sqrt(1+eray.rhominus(j)^2)
ayminus=eray.rhominus(j)*axminus
; print, axminus, ayminus
eray.aplus(j)=ax*axplus-ay*ayplus
eray.aminus(j)=ax*axminus+ay*ayminus
; print, eray.aplus(j), eray.aminus(j)
ax=eray.aminus(j)*axminus
ay=eray.aminus(j)*ayminus
; print, eray.aplus(j), eray.aminus(j), eray.rhoplus(j), eray.rhominus(j), eray.theta(j)
ENDFOR
axminusf=axminus
aminusf=eray.aminus(enum-1)
ayminusf=ayminus
;print, axplusf, ayplusf, aplusf
;print, axminusf, ayminusf, aminusf
axfinal=sqrt(axminusf^2*aminusf^2+aplusf^2*axplusf^2-2*$
aplusf*aminusf*axplusf*axminusf*cos(phasedif))
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ayfinal=sqrt(ayminusf^2*aminusf^2+aplusf^2*ayplusf^2+2*$
aplusf*aminusf*ayplusf*ayminusf*cos(phasedif))
;print, axfinal, ayfinal
denx=axplusf*aplusf*sin(phasedif)
numx=-aplusf*axplusf*cos(phasedif)+aminusf*axminusf
phasexf=atan(numx/denx)
if (numx GT 0.0 AND denx LT 0.0) then phasexf=phasexf+pi
if (numx LT 0.0 AND denx LT 0.0) then phasexf=phasexf+pi
if (numx LT 0.0 AND denx GT 0.0) then phasexf=phasexf+2*pi
deny=-ayplusf*aplusf*cos(phasedif)-aminusf*ayminusf
numy=-aplusf*ayplusf*sin(phasedif)
phaseyf=atan(numy/deny)
if (numy GT 0.0 AND deny LT 0.0) then phaseyf=phaseyf+pi
if (numy LT 0.0 AND deny LT 0.0) then phaseyf=phaseyf+pi
if (numy LT 0.0 AND deny GT 0.0) then phaseyf=phaseyf+2*pi
;print, phasexf*180/pi, phaseyf*180/pi
numorient=2*axfinal*ayfinal*cos(phaseyf-phasexf)
denorient=axfinal^2-ayfinal^2
orient=atan(numorient/denorient)
if (numorient GT 0.0 AND denorient LT 0.0) then orient=orient+pi
if (numorient LT 0.0 AND denorient LT 0.0) then orient=orient+pi
if (numorient LT 0.0 AND denorient GT 0.0) then orient=orient+2*pi
orient=orient/2.0
;print, "Final orientation angle=", orient*180/pi
numellipt=2*axfinal*ayfinal*sin(phaseyf-phasexf)
denellipt=axfinal^2+ayfinal^2
ellipt=asin(numellipt/denellipt)
if (ellipt LT 0.0) then ellipt=abs(ellipt)
ellipt=ellipt/2.0
;print, "Final ellipticity angle=", ellipt*180/pi
END
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